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There is no more powerful affirmation that we, 
as a university, are fulfilling our mission as when you, 
our graduates, go forth to do wonderful things. 
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To the 2012 Graduates of SeattLe University, 
Please accept my personal welcome to you as graduating students, family and friends at this Seattle 
University Commencement in KeyArena. The faculty, staff and administration share your joy on this 
day. It has been our privilege to educate you. 
You are graduating this year at a very exciting and most challenging time. We are already into the 
presidential election season in which our country is debating some of its most important values. Our 
economy is at last showing some signs ofslow recovery and is taking on a new shape in which you will 
be involved in your work. This is the year of the Summer Olympics when we will all enjoy seeing 
representatives of the whole world come together in peace, friendship and competition. We are in the 
midst of the "Occupy Movement" which asks us the question who is being left out in our society. We have 
become familiar with globalization, the technology explosion and international environmental concerns. 
What a time to be commencing from Seattle University with your undergraduate or graduate degree! 
You are more than a match for these exciting and challenging times. You are, in fact, the makers of 
new times. That is a bold statement, but one that I make with great confidence. The excellence of this 
university c academic programs now runs through you, and it is this preparation combined with your 
optimism, commitment and willingness to take risks in service to others that gives me hope. 
Congratulations and thank you for the privilege of being involved in your education. 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
President 
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ABOUT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Founded in 1891 Seattle University is a Jesuit Catholic institution 
that today is the most racially and culturally diverse, the most 
genuinely urban, and the largest multidisciplinary independent 
university of the Northwest. 
Inspired by the Catholic intellectual tradition and the Jesuit 
philosophy of education, Seattle University forms independent 
critical thinkers rooted in the humanities and open to finding God 
in all things. Responding to the Jesuit imperative that calls for "the 
service of faith and the promotion of justice," Seattle University 
students are challenged to address issues of poverty, injustice, 
discrimination, violence and environmental degradation with 
competence, compassion and creativity. 
At the heart of every undergraduate, graduate and professional 
program at Seattle University is an intellectually rigorous 
education delivered by excellent faculty whose attentiveness as  
teachers is rivaled only by their commitment to generating new 
knowledge as scholars. In partnership with their students, Seattle 
University's dedicated faculty and their colleagues create a vibrant, 
educational experience that comes alive in the classroom, campus 
and community, and develops character and leadership. 
As SU President Stephen Sundborg, Si., has often said, 
"Only the alumni of Seattle University can tell us whether we 
are fulfilling our mission." It is through their actions that our 
alumni most clearly attest to the power of an SU education. 
They are leaders in banking and business, in publishing and politics, 
nursing and nonprofits, engineering and education. Today, we 
welcome our newest graduates into a special group of women 
and men who are excelling in their professions and working to 
build a more just and humane world. 
THE HISTORY OF GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN 
The academic apparel—gown, hood, and cap—donned today by 
both faculty and graduates reminds us that in this commencement 
ceremony we celebrate our students as accomplished scholars 
who now join the ranks of their professors and others who have 
earned their university degrees. Indeed they become part of a 
cadre whose membership stretches back to medieval Europe. 
The origins of academic dress date back to the 12th and 13th 
centuries when European universities were first taking form. 
The ordinary dress of the scholar, whether student or teacher, was 
the dress of a cleric; with few exceptions, the medieval scholar 
had taken orders, made vows, and perhaps been tonsured. Gowns 
were mandated by religious affiliation but were also a necessity 
in the unheated university buildings. Hoods at first covered the 
tonsured head but eventually a skull cap became the normal 
headpiece and the hood evolved into a cape that could be pulled 
up during unpleasant weather. Eventually the hoods became  
entirely ornamental, draped over the shoulders and down the back. 
Some say the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of scholarship 
which evolved from the cap worn in ancient Rome by freed slaves. 
Scholars first wore it as a symbol of the master's degree and it 
existed in various forms; stiff, soft, square, and round with a tuft in 
the center. Today's tassel is believed to be an elaboration of the tuft. 
England's Oxford University originated the mortarboard style cap 
worn by our graduates today. 
When academic costume came to America in 1754, styles varied 
widely as they still do in Europe today. In the late 19th century an 
Intercollegiate Commission met at Columbia University and adopted 
a code of academic dress which regulates the gowns and prescribed 
the colors which represent the different fields of learning. 
Today the American Council on Education's, Committee on 
Academic Costumes and Ceremonies is charged here in the states 
with the standardization of American academic app a rel . * 
*American Council on Education. 2009 
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UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY 
PROCESSIONAL SPEAKER INTRODUCTION 
Pomp and Circumstance Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
Edward Elgar President 
Grand Marshal STUDENT SPEAKER 
David W. Madsen, PhD 
Brenda Maria Trejo Rosas 
Assistant Marshals Bachelor of Arts, major in Cultural Anthropology 
Philip L. Barclift, PhD Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies 
Mark Cohan, PhD Cuni Laude 
Robert J. Deltete, PhD 
ColerreHoption, PhD PRESENTATION 
Stacey M.Jones, PhD OF AWARDS 
Paulette Kidder, PhD Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen 
Teresa W. Ling, PhD Outstanding Service Award 
Susan B. Matt, PhD, JD Provost's Award 
Agnieszka Miguel, PhD 
Jeffrey S. Philpott, PhD President's Award 
Christina A. Roberts, PhD 
Robert Rutherford, PhD PR ES E N TAT ION 
Daniel R. Smith, PhD 0 F DEGREES 
Michael J. Spinetta, PhD Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
CO N VOCATION 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD ALUMNI WELCOME 
Provost Susan Vosper, BA '90, LEMBA 10 
Assistant Vice President for Alumni Relations 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Madeleine Sayre Cary B E N E D I C T 10 N 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Andrew Richard Arteaga 
Administration, major in Management Bachelor of Arts, major in French 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
INVOCATION RECESSIONAL 
Jean Baptiste Gasanana Ganza, S.J. Hallelujah, Amen 
Master of Business Administration George Frideric Handel 
Mosaic Brass Quintet 
WELCOME 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost 
REMARKS FROM THE 
P R E S I D E N T 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
UNDERGRADUATE SPEAKER 
Timothy Egan 
Timothy Egan is one of our nation's most highly esteemed authors and journalists. For 18 years, Egan was a 
Seattle-based reporter for The New York Times, covering everything from the Exxon Valdez oil spill to the 
O.J. Simpson trial to the collapse of small-town America in the Great Plains. Egan was part of a team of Times 
reporters who won a 2001 Pulitzer Prize for their series, "How Race Is Lived in America." 
Seamlessly transitioning from reporter to columnist, Egan currently writes a weekly online op-ed for the Times 
that is often among the publication's most read articles. In the column, Egan places the issues of our times in 
conversation with questions that go to our shared values. When he writes about matters such as stewardship of 
the land, faith, elected leadership, race and poverty, he speaks for justice and better choices by our nation. 
A prolific writer, Egan is also the author of six books. His New York Times bestseller, The Worst Hard Time: 
the Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl, won the 2006 National Book Award, 
which is considered one of the nation's highest literary honors. In his most recent book, The Big Burn: Teddy 
Roosevelt and the Fire That Saved America, Egan shares the story of the largest-ever forest fire in America, which 
inspired President Roosevelt and his chief forester Gifford Pinchot to pioneer land conservation initiatives. 
Perhaps better than any writer, Egan describes to the country the special character of Western America. In 
"Outposts," his weekly column for the Times, he writes authoritatively and with graceful prose about our region's his-
tory, politics and values. 
Egan is particularly gifted in telling the story of the Pacific Northwest. The Good Rain, which has been a 
regional bestseller for 12 years, was rated one of the 10 essential books ever written about the region in a Seattle 
Post-Intelligencer poll. Lasso the Wind: Away to the New West won the 1999 Governor's Writing Award from 
Washington State and the Mountains and Plains Booksellers Association. 
A third-generation Westerner who lives in Seattle, Egan is an avid mountaineer. He graduated from Gonzaga 
Preparatory School and is proud to call himself a product of Jesuit education. 
FRESI I)ENT'S AWARDS 
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a 
first-time freshman and has maintained the highest Seattle University 
grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree. 
;Iiristupher (IiarIs Olsen 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies 
SLJMMA CUM LAUDE 
lillany Rose \\'.idcl 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business Economics 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
PROVOST'S AWARDS 
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University 
as a transfer student from another college or university and has 
maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average 
throughout the undergraduate degree. 
Ted Porter Adams 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, 
major in E-Commerce & Information Systems 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Aran Kaweerattanaphon 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Finance 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
ARCH BISHoP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWAR[) 
Given to the student who has ojfered significant service to both the university 
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values 
of collaborative leadership in service to others. 
Oshaldo Hcrnandez SahagLin 
Bachelor of Public Affairs 
2012 UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program 
takes an historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring 
and critically engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization. 
The program stresses the integration of knowledge in a vital challenging learning community, 
embracing the true spirit ofJesuit education. After completing the University Honors Program, 
students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
IRI 
Wynn Adele Barnard 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Women's 
Studies with Departmental Honors 
Sarah Commerford Brady 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in International Studies 
Brenna Rose Cole 
Bachelor of Arts, major in International 
Studies with additional major in Spanish 
Katherine Eileen Dineen 
Bachelor of Public Affairs 
Ryan Anthony Disch 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Liberal Studies 
Cohn Peter Falconer 
Bachelor of Arts, major in History with 
additional major in Philosophy 
Mariska Theresa Kecskes 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Cameron Jay Martin 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
Cohn Ray Morrow 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English with 
additional major in History 
(;ait!yn Terese Orcilana 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with 
Departmental Honors 
Hannah Marie Ralston 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Anthony Edward Serrao 
Bachelor of Arts, major in History 
Robert Timothy Silvola 
Bachelor of Arts, major in History 
Miranda Guadalupe Triay 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with 
Departmental Honors and additional major 
in Cultural Anthropology 
Kaylee Michele Venosky 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Ashwin Krishna Warrior 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
Arnanda Rose Wade 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/Creative 
Writing with Departmental Honors 
Christina Joy Weidner 
Bachelor of Arts, major in History 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Spanish 
Lucas McNeil Westerburg 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Merlin George Woodman 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
2012 CORE HONORS PROGRAM 
The Seattle University Core Honors Program was founded in 2004. By bringing highly 
motivated students into a cohort group that pursues its Seattle University Core courses 
together, the Core Honors program permits more advanced study in these courses than would 
otherwise be possible. In maintaining this cohort over three years of study, Core Honors 
creates a learning community in which each member contributes to the learning experience of 
the others. In pursuing a rich and vital experience of liberal education in the humanities 
and social sciences, Core Honors embodies in a special way Seattle University's commitment 
to education for values, leadership, and service. 
Dan ielle Doe Ashworth 	 Hannah Rose Firzmorris 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Chemistry 	 Bachelor of Arts, major in Political 
Science 
i\ela Helen Bever 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 	 1)crrik Eugene Haimori 
Administration, major in Accounting 	 Bachelor of Science in Physics with 
additional major in Mathematics 
Anna Marie Kiutho 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in Marketing 
En n Ch ristoplier Lane 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology 
Olivia Ruth Buonarani 	 Kathryn Porter McCarron 
Bachelor of Science in Environmental 	 Emily Niorgan l-lohhs 	 Bachelor of Arts, major in French 
Science 	 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 	 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Elise Aileen (Thrlson 	 lv Derek Jaros 	 r\lexander \Villiam Srcinkruger 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 	 Bachelor of Science in General Science 	 Bachelor of Arts, major in Political 
Science 
Gretchen Ruth [llesoli 	 Rachel Anne Klein 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 	 Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography 
with Departmental Honors 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Art History 
Anna Marie Bakiund 
Katherine Noel Ferl 
Kathryn A. Gores 
CUM LAUDE 
Tori Lynn Head 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Emma Rush Pine 
CUM LAUDE 
Julia Merrill Wright 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Asian Studies 
Casey Ray Jones 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Anthony Ryan Lewis 
Miguel Charles Thompson 
with additional maior in History 
Patrick Tungyong Woo 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
Megan Anne Augustavo 
Steven Melville Avila 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Aaron Broussard 
Michael William Charters 
Dominick Ralph DeBari Ill 
Taylor Lynn Eliason 
Farrah Christina Fanara 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Louisa Marie Florio 
MAGNA CIJM LAUDE 
Samantha Marie Fossum 
Kristin Nicole Frederick 
cuM LAUDE 
Brianna Gaylene Gough 
with additional major in Psychology 
Joshua Daniel Halbert 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kathryn Naomi Kaichi 
Brianna Rochelle Miller 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Communication Studies 
Joseph Michael Butler 
Ann Deniece Carpenter 
Kelly Vincent Coleman 
Danny Hsu 
Min Jung Kim 
Angela Catherine Lacey 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Amanda Lynae Martinez 
Andres A. Munt 
MAGNA tOM LAUDE 
Patranan Peetakanont 
Ruan Pethiyagoda 
Penpatch (Pew) Phetbuasak 
Michael Scott Vander KIey 
Yim Tung Wong 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Cultural Anthropology 
Carlene Marie Aldrich 
CUM LAUDE 
Mingee Cho 
Alyssa Cattin Coke 
SUMMA COM LAUDE 
Erin Lee Colton-Enberg 
CUEd LAUDE 
Marissa Ann Cowden 
Annelie Joan Day 
CUM LAUDE 
Ashley Lynn Ewing 
with additional major in Sociology 
Cleo Corina Faraone 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Constance Marie Floyd 
Emeera Alfonsa Mathew 
Michelle P. Morrissey 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Brenda Maria Trejo Rosas 't 
CUEd LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Cultural 
Anthropology with 
Departmental Honors 
Shannon Elizabeth Dick 't 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Drama 
Christina Noel Campos 
with additional major in Psychology 
MAGNA CUM I.AUDE 
Angelo Paolo Domitri 
Daniel Pratt Rector 
CUM LAUDE 
Geoff Mitchell Spaulding 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in English 
Aishah Bomani 
Andrew Owen Budge 
Kainoa Nowlin Cambra 
Kristina Marie Capulong 't 
Adam James Cross 
CUM LAUDE 
Cameron James Drews 
cuM LAUDE 
Michelle Ruth Eastman 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Alyssa Marie Giesler 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jill Ashley Johnson 
Heather Joy Leinen 
curd LAUDE 
Veronica Rosa Lim 
CUEd LAUDE 
Jessica J. Lung 
CUEd LAUDE 
Lauren Paige Martin 
with additional maior in Film Studies 
CUM LAUDE 
Cohn Ray Morrow 
with additional major in History 
MAGNA CuM LAUDE 
Anh N Nguyen 
Alex Shel Patterson 
Anna Gail Pederson 
Armella Lucia Salle 't 
MAGNA curs LAUDE 
Briana Katherine Schwartz 
Kaihy Monserrat Serralta 
Andrew Ali Shahamiri 
with additional major in Sociology 
MAGNA cUM LAUDE 
Nicholas Bryan Shea 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Elena Jacqueline Wenderoth 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in English with 
Departmental Honors 
Kayli Abbott Am men 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Danielle Marie Bowlden 
with additional major in Psychology 
MAGNA CUM LAIJDE 
Olivia Jean Hernández 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Amanda S. Karmelita 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
English/Creative Writing 
Sean Kilhian Abel 
curs LAUDE 
Mikkila Torae Akins 
Kira Elan Brodie 
SUMMA C UM LAUDE 
Gracie Cohen 
Kristin Barbara Eade 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jennifer Amanda Evans 
CUEd LAUDE 
Emily Rose Fitzhugh 
Charles P. Hitchcock 
Wennie Khiet Hong 
Nicole Jean Hopkins 
Michele Kim 
Sophie Frances Lee 
Tanade Abdullahi Mohamed 
Valerie Kathleen Needham 
with additional maior  in Film Studies 
Marie-Tuyet Bach Nguyen 
Alyssa Marie Powell 'c 
CUEd LAUDE 
Kachine Rihana Risher 
CUM LAUDE 
Jamie Lynn Saldivar 
Ryan Allen Shoup 
Nigel 0. Stanford 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Brtttany Lauren Traub 
Alexandra Christine van Ingen 't 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
English/Creative Writing 
with Departmental Honors 
Brandon LaPrad Bye 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Amanda Rose Wade 
MAGNA cONE LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Environmental Studies 
Amelia Chavez 
Aram Dagavarian 
Carey deVictoria-Michel 
Matthew Saul Dubman 
Loren Simon Elliott 
CUEd LAUDE 
Anika Rio Jes 
SUIMMA CUM L,AIJDE 
Rachel Elizabeth Lobo 
with additional major in Spanish 
Toby Francis Mark 
Sarah Allison McHugh 
CUM L.AUDE 
Christopher Charles Olsen 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Emily Laura Phatt 
Carli Rae Redfield 
MAGNA CUEd LAUDE 
Miranda Elizabeth Scahzo 
Baisy Tirado 
Brittany Paige Todd 
Brenda Maria Trejo Rosas t 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Film Studies 
Elizabeth Jane Dold 
Peter Drysdale Edlund 
CUM LAUDE 
DavidV.Powers,PhD RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 
Dean 	 Amy Rebecca Kangas 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to the outstanding stud.ent in the College ofArts 
and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to acaakmic 4fr and is male by the department 
chairs and program directors of the college. The award honors 
the memosy ofDr. Richard 1? Hickejt professor of English, 
a beloved and respected teacher at the university from 1947 
until his death in 1968. 
LE ROUX AWARD 
Farrah Christina Eanara 
MAGHA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to the student who has demonstrated exceptional 
leadership abilities, shown academic excellence and perfo rmed 
significant service to the College ofArts and Sciences. 
The reczeients personifi in character and action the qualities 
of a liberal education, which constitute the "spirit" of 
our College. The award honors the memory of Fri William 
Li' Roux, S.f, who served as Dean of the College. 
Brandon Michael Molt 
MAGNA curs LAUDE 
Karl Anthony Horn 
Matthew David Houghtaling 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Dominique Mychael Jandusay ift 
Ashley Dylan Johnson 
with additional major in Psychology 
Daniel Paul Johnson 
Ashley Lea Kelly 
Jessica C Lake 
Ashley L. Loller 
with additional major in Psychology 
Sasha Kayleigh Mascarenhas 
Michelle Marie Hag Miller 
with additional major in Psychology 
CuM LAUDE 
Ellen Marie Osborne 
CUM LAUDE 
Alyssa Nohealani Oshiro-Momohara 
Samnang Penh 
Beatrice Isabel ROdig Yenderrozos ift 
Johnathan Wayne Roth 
CUM LAUDE 
Jesse Ryan Schoedel 
MAGNA cuEd LALIDE 
Paul Philip Spietz 
Winston Stephens Wedge 
John A. Wiegand 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
with Departmental Honors 
Molly Elizabeth Shepard 
curs i..uot 
Bachelor of Science, 
major in Criminal Justice 
Jasmine Christine Chiemi Davis t 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Alicia Sanchez Holiwell 
't Two degrees awarded 
Connor Godfrey Folse 
with additional major in Philosophy 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Thomas Dale Knudsen 
Megan Amelia Leonard 
CUM LAUDE 
Jaylyn Dee Sacchette 
Emalie Louise Soderback 
Joshua James Zinn 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Fine Arts 
Nathan Andrew Fetherolf 
with additional major in Philosophy 
Kimberly Renee Holtz 
Ethan Daniel Johnson 
Rachel Arianna Lattanzi 
Maura Hag McCreight 
with additional major in Philosophy 
SUM LAUDE 
Andrew Scott Powers 
Michael McDonald White 
Antonio Andres Ysursa 
with additional major in English 
with Departmental Horrors 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Fine Arts with 
Departmental Honors 
Micaela Alexandra Treanor 
MACNA CLJM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in French 
Andrew Richard Arteaga 
with additional major in English 
SUMMA CiJM LAUDE 
Nathaniel Laird Brashear 
Christian Anne Cahill 
SuMMA SUM LAUDE 
Michelle Lynn Cahill 
SUMMA SUM LALJD[ 
Vu Yeun Kim 
with additional major in International Studies 
Madeline Elizabeth Lorenz 
SUM LAUDE 
Kathryn Porter McCarron 't 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Ashli V. Zijdemans 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in History 
Andy Rafael Aguilera 
Melissa Kyerewah Asare-Aboagye 
Kevin Matthew Atchley 
Dana Lynn Chauncey 
Ivan Dizdar 
Cohn Peter Falconer 
with additional major in Philosophy 
Thaleedah Ladon Gusti 
Elizabeth Anne Higgins 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Erin Marie Kretzler 
Vincent James Messina 
Hannah Lee Reed 
Anthony Edward Serrao 
Courtney Nicole Shadder 
with additional major in Women Studies 
Robert Timothy Silvola 
Brian Christopher Patrick Summers 
April Nicole Tayler 
Christina Joy Weidner ft 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in History with 
Departmental Honors 
Ian James Richard DahI 
MAGMA SUM LAUDE 
Jordan Koerth Eisen 
SUM LAUDE 
Nadia Camarillo Gandara 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUM L.AUDE 
Lauren Akin Pratt 
MACNA SLIM LAUOE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Interdisciplinary Arts 
Cherise Dawn Briggs-Hand 
Raquel Burroughs 
Kristina Marie Capulong ft 
Cydni C L Carter 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUM LAUDE 
Margaret Elizabeth Bell Donohue 
Caroline Stabler Gallup 
Gerald Scott Grissette 
Abdul Hawasli 
Sarah Ruth Hiraki 
SUM LAUDE 
Max Joseph Kunz 
Jacob Matthew Lowry 
Elaine Victoria Lapinig ONe il 
SUM LAUDE 
Shea O'Sullivan 
Bryn Rose Quarles 
Kyle Robert-Allen Roll 
Adam Charles Russell 
Armella Lucia Salle ft 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Mary Alexandra Shook t 
Daniel James Sullivan 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Bethany A. Surber 
Robert Kiyan Thompson 
additional major in Asian Studies 
CLiM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
International Studies 
Andrew Elliott Arpin 
Kwaku Agyei Asiedu 
Tiffany Marie Brace 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUM LAUDE 
Sarah Commerford Brady 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Brenna Rose Cole 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUM LAUDE 
Paelina Joanne DeStephano ft 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Raine Marie Donohue 
MAGMA SUM LAUDE 
Veronica Lei Dye 
Danielle Jean Guyer c 
Laura E. Gomez Santos 
SUM LAUDE 
Heather Eileen Hanson 't 
SUM LAUDE 
Jana Lauren Helm 
Kate Baumgartner Hellenthal 
with additional major in Spanish 
MACNA SLM LAUDE 
Heidi Sue Hollinsworth 
SUM LAUDE 
Karen Lan Van Lam 
with additional majors in Political Science 
and Asian Studies 
Raissa Alashani Licano-Sanchez 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Kaya Rose Lurie 
with additional major in French 
MAGMA SUM LAUDE 
Corinne Mahoro 
Karla Mercedes Makholm 
CuM LAUDE 
Itamar Malovani 
with additional major in History with 
Departmental Honors 
Carly Ann McCarthy 
SUM LAUDE 
Jennifer Lynn McCormick 
Helen EL Mense 
with additional major in Spanish 
Alec Jacob Pearce 	 t 
SUM LAuDE 
Leslie Rebecca Reilly 
Mickayla Teresa Rogers 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGMA SUM LAUDE 
Alaina Lee Schultz 
CUM LAUDE 
Alexander Ruell Schultz ft 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Marianne Jeanne Stover 
Taylor Leigh Strauss 
Aya Sugimoto 
Kristen Taylor Vergara 
Katherine Michelle Warga 
Danielle M. Winslow Ift  
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA C UM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Journalism 
Michelle Lee Conerly 
MAGMA SUM LAUDE 
Shannon Elizabeth Dick it 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Joseph Glenn Dyer 
CUM LAUDE 
Matthew Lloyd Fields 
Kristine Marie Haroldson 
Adam Calvin Johnson 
Molly Katherine Brown McGill 
SUM LAUDE 
Lauren Mary McIntosh 
Carlos Suter Rock 
Laura Patricia Swartz 
Chinye Ogechi Wadibia 
Bachelor of Arts tirajor 
in Liberal Studies 
Marian Hersi Ahmed 
Elizabeth May Bell 
Bryan Randall Dalton 
Kaytlyn Mae Dill 
Ryan Anthony Disch 
Taylor James Essex 
Arlo Moon Owl Evasick 
Stephanie Elizabeth Faddis 
SUM LAUOE 
Marques Akeem Hollins 
Stephen Thomas Koewler 
Alma Yajaira Lopez Mateos 
Rebecca Lynne Lowry 
Courtney Anne Norton 
Djamba Okonda 
Cherlaine Castillo Ordona 
Sonia Yonit Portnoy-Leemofl 
Jace Bradford Sloan 
Sara Marianna Stockett 
Michael James Tevlin 
Maxwell Clark Whieldon 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Philosophy 
Paul Donald Anderson 
Patrick John Blair ft 
Charles Richard Dickson 
Sonya Grace Ekstrom 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Evan Maurice Fried 10t 
(iJM LAUDE 
Sagen G. Gearhart 
Mariska Theresa Kecskes 
MACNA SUM L,AUDE 
Samuel Heintz Knowles 
Cameron Jay Martin 'c 
CUM LAUDE 
Kaylee Michele Venosky 
SUM LAUDE 
Jason McGaughey Wakeman 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Alyssa Lauren Warrington 
Lucas McNeil Westerburg 
SUM LAUDE 
James Jonathan White 
Jaime Yslas 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Philosophy with 
Departmental Honors 
Clinton Winfield Carl 
SUM LAUDE 
Gretchen Ruth Ellefson 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
John Maxwell Hamrick 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Barrett J.C. Marshall 
MAGNA SUM L.AuOE 
Caitlyn Terese Orellana 
SUM LAUDE 
Miranda Guadalupe Triay 
with additional major in Cultural Anthropology 
SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
in Photography 
Lisa Shea Ackerman 
SUM LAUDE 
Adrian Claire Giesy 
with additional major in French 
MAGMA SUM L,AUDE 
Cathryn J. Hallett 
Victoria Emily Holt 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Rachel Anne Klein 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Kristina Covino Moravec 
CLiM LAUDE 
Matthew Sawyer Purman 
Dara Lea Rosenwasser 
Mary Alexandra Shook i!t 
Nicholas Vern Stevens 
Catherine Ann Williams 
Derron Joseph Yuhara 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Political Science 
lfrah Farah Ahmed 
Eaten Anwar 
SUM LAUDE 
Alfred James Armendariz, JR 
Hanna Lynn Basler 
John McGauley Beaton 
John Taylor Bender 
Megan Katherine Blass 
Louis Dwight Brooks 
Andrea Margaret Burnett 
Lily Marguerite Grenier Burtis 
SUM LAUDE 
Danielle Claire Conzelman 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Sergio Ramori Cueva Flores 
Katie Colleen Doyle 
Andrew Karol Dzilenski 
SUM LAUDE 
Hannah Rose Fitzmorris 
CUM LAUDE 
Dario Thomas Edward Foppiano 
Mark William Fox 
Yalonda Teresa Gill 
Katrina Louise Goodjoint 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Margaret Amelia Hazuka 
SUMMA SUM LAUDt 
Nicole Grayse Hughes 
SUM LAUDE 
Kurt Ahmet KapusuzoglU 'lit 
Yaye Kassamahi 
Yama Matthias Khairzada 
with additional major in International Studie 
Morgan Rainy Klaas 
with additional major in International Studie 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Rebeka Lorraine Knox 
Timothy Cristofer Lehr 
MACNA SUM LAUCE 
Ryan Matthew Miller 
Jordan Michael Owen 
Jonathan Lawrence Palinkas 
with additional major in French 
Kelsey Dayo Peck 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Zachary Joseph Perniola 
Nicholus Adam Peterson 
Dylan Andrew Reetz 
Bryan Thomas Stebbins 
with additional major in French 
Alexander William Steinkruger 
SUM LAUDE 
Steven Carl Swenson 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Reginald D. Williams JR 
Jenna Suyeko Yee 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Political Science 
with Departmental Honors 
Kyla Ann Johanson 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Psychology 
Natalie Terese Alia 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Annelise Reiquam Austill 
MACNA SUM LAUDE 
Brittany Dee Bounds 
SLIM LAUDE 
Anne Brauckmann 
SUM LAUDE 
Nathaniel Joseph Brewer 
Lyra DeAnn Bryant 
Adrienne Fiona Clark 
Hayley Caroline Cobb 
Tabbitha Leia Cobb 
Rebecca Jeanette Coda 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Cecilie Marie Euser 
Po-Sang Fok 
Christopher D. Gethings 
Julie Rachel Goodman 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Michael Nobel Hadley 
Samantha Diane Hamar 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Andrea Susan Herrera 
with additional major in Spanish 
CUM LAUDE 
Shantay Michelle Johnson 
CUM LAUDE 
Amy Rebecca Kangas 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Grace Kim 
Lacey Knoth 
with additional major in Cnminal justice 
Erin Christopher Lane 
Edith P. Larson 
MAGMA CUM LAuCE 
Melissa LeAnne Leung 
Brenda Yedem Mendoza Alamo 
Rachelle Nicole Montag 
CUM LAUDE 
Linda Moon 
Marcelino Lucas Morales 
Douglas Aaron Nation 
	 t 
MAGMA CUM LAUCE 
Amy Catherine Olwell 
Roselyn Shea Peterson 
Caitlyn Portz 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Teysha Grace Potter 
with additional major in English 
Jutalak Prapanthatawa 
Lyndsey Piikea Quiban 
Michelle S. Rafael 
Rebecca Elise Recinos 
Sarah Anne Rehrn 
Elliot Manning Richards 
Javier Lapham Rizo 
Steven John Schmidt 
Nicole Chiyoko Shigenaga 
Shelbi Uta Shlgenaga 
Marina ChanPisay Son 
Cori Krysta Sonnabend 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Michael Hayes Swander 
CuM LAUDE 
Anh Thuy Iran 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kim-Phuong Thi Tran 
MAGNA CUM 1.AUDE 
Melissa Marie Truax 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bree Middendorf Van Ness 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kaitlyn Haruko Vilkin 
with additional major in Spanish 
Molly Elizabeth Virgin 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Psychology with 
Departmental Honors 
Alyssa Lucille Landry 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Laura Ellen Wert 
with additional major in 
international Studies 
cuM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science, 
major in Psychology 
Matthew Joshua Lloyd Brand 
MAGMA CUM LAuDE 
Trevor James Brown 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Kyle James Criddle 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Jacob Michael Ellig 
Robert Roric Errico 
Taylor Kathleen Hinderer 
CUM LAUDE 
Erin Jodi Karalus 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
William Sasda Kay 
Rebecca Soomin Lee 
Alyssa Paige Lout 
Molly Ann McDonnell 
Casey Lee McGinnis 
Chelsea Grace F'Jehler 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Chelsea Vaughn Randall 
MAGMA CIJM LAIJDE 
Tonia Rae Tetzlaff 
Lauren Martssa Weber 
Bachelor of Arts, 
Major in Public Affairs 
Diana A. Dieguez 
CUM LAUDE 
Terrence S. Fernsler 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Audrey Lauren Mazza 
MAGMA CUM L.AUDE 
Katie Elizabeth Patterson 
MAGMA CUM L.AUDE 
Georgina G. Ramirez 
Artemios George Roussos 
Sarah Lou Swihart 
Tessa Jo Wilder 
Bachelor of Public Affairs 
Alma Elena Chocano 
Katherine Eileen Dineen 
CUM LAIJDE 
Osbaldo Hernandez Sahaqun 
Matthew Norris Mauer 
Francesca Marie Murnan 
CUM IAUDE 
Paloma Monteros Newcombe 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
David Salmeron Espindola 
Alyssa Kathryn Watts 
Katelyn Elizabeth Wieliczkiewicz s 
MAGMA CuM LAUDE 
Cassandra Mary Wilson 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Manelin Eugenio Bacelonia 
Anna Ruiz Bautista 
Emily Charlotte Burns 
cuM LAUDE 
Celeste Aimee Cassidy 
cuM LAUDE 
JAnna Lauren Chilcoat 
Roseanna Mary Garibaldi 
CUM LAUDE 
Timothy Scott Hill 
Qianyun Hu 
Amanda Michelle Kerstetter 
with additional major in criminal Justice 
Daniela Salome Knight 
t Two degrees awarded 
George Dennis Lauer 
	
Robin Adalr Swanhuyser 
Myra A. Matson 
	 with additional major ri International Studies 
Kimberly Michelle Rixon 
	 SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
	
Christina Joy Weidner 
Alicia Erin Schmoker 
	 MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
l.-,.I-,,- ,t-I-..:.i r-..-....-. 
11)0 	 JdLII ti 	 PtI PLC Bachelor of Science, major in 
Victoria Huynh Young Sport and Exercise Science 
CUM LAuDE 
Keith Anker Andrews 
Bachelor of Social Work MAGMA CUM LAUDE  
with Departmental Honors Johnathan Stephen Bardwell 
Erin Michaela Baltrusis 
CUM LAUDE 
Jamie Maureen Bartlett MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Caitlin RaeAnna Donovan 1-lali Anne Bellisario  
CUM LAuDE Mariana Rauch Cahalan 
Mary Ann Lubey Ashley C. Dalton 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE 
James Patrick Mezzera Wesley Ryan Gordon 
CUM LAuDE Kathleen Anne Hills 
Kevyn Teresa Danielle ONeill SLJMMA CLJM LAUDE 
MAGMA CuM LAUDE Casey Lynn Hoffman 
Michelle Bernadette Roach CuM LAUDE 
with additional major in Spanish Rachel Rose Izzo 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Amanda Sara Thomas Kaitlyn Marie Kennedy 
CUM LAuGh Margaret Alison Lessman 
Bachelor of Arts, Stephanie Alexis Louie 
major in Sociology cuM LAUDE 
Kari Elizabeth Masterson 
Joelle Ballam-Schwan CUM L.AUDE 
with additnal major in Cultural Anthropology 
Monica Marie Nevi 
April Noreen Bobadilla 
CUM LAUDE Aline Ma Nguyen 
Cervante Reshaun Burrell Jaclyn Elizabeth Owens 
Erin Frances Foley Kelsey Megan Pesola 
Arinellese Michelle Irby Mikaela Nicole Peterson 
with additional major in Women Studies CUM LAUDE 
Lauren Suzanne Jones Alyssa Marie Powell 
Bree Kimiko Keaveney 
CUM LAUDE 
Michael Lunn Malland 
M egan W. Reinhardsen 
 
Talisa L. Rhea 
Alexander P. Morris MAGMA CUM LAUGh 
Audrey A. Musewe Ray Hilaruo Salvador 
James Earl Schier Nolan Angela Gu-Hyun Sub 
with additional malor In Women Studies 
Rustin Chase Winger MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Victoria Catherine Olive 
Bachelor of Arts in Strategic 
Communications 
Suzi Jane An 
CUM LAUDE 
Jason William Woolley Baza 
Sarah Elizabeth Boisen 
Carley Elizabeth Butcher 
CUM LAUDE 
Amani LaShon Butler 
Teresa Catherine Butler 
Lucia Elizabeth Carruthers 
Brittany Diane Choe 
CUM LAUDE 
Melanie Anne Christensen 
Taylor Marie Conway 
Frances Elizabeth Dinger 
with additional major in Englisii/ 
Creative Writing 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Paige Kathleen Ervin 
CUM LAUDE 
Madison Christine Goverde 
Candace Nicole Granfelt 
Priscilla M. Hawkins 
Andrew Albert Hoge 
Catherine C. Hudson 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jordan Lee Keller 
Elle Kerfoot 
Kaitlyn Marie LaFramboise 
James Leano 
Dominique C. LEplattenier 
Bridget Courtney Madamba 
Chesihasi Argibay Madej 
Doran Thomas McBride 
MAGNA CUM L.AUDE 
Emily Ann Nauseda 
CUM LAUDE 
Kari Louise Odegaard 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Ashley Rose Okrent 
Rachelle Jeanine 011ee 
Maura Beth Pagano 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Ai Do Pham 
Sandra Z. Ruiz de Somocurcio 
Jaeger Michael Shaw 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Christine H. Shih 
Jabari Ngozi Smith Fraser 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Parisa L. Talajoor 
Maggie Marie Whaley 
Katelyn Elizabeth Wieliczkiewicz 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Music, 
major in String Performance 
Nicholas A. Masters 
Douglas Aaron Nation v 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Thean 
Zoey Cane Belyea 
Joshua Christian Holguin 
Kacey Rene Shiflet 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Theology and 
Religious Studies 
Alemayehu Woldai Bahta 
CUM LAUDE 
Mary Pauline Hizon Diaz 
Kaitlin Marie IvlcDougal 
CUM LAUDE 
Martin Shea Tarantino 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Visual Art 
Colleen Clancy Burgad 
Elaine Laura Carter 
with additional major in French 
CUM LAUDE 
Miriam Elise Hershberg 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Ke Liu 
Laura Jill Nielsen Shoemaker 
CUM LAUDE 
Erin G.F. Warren 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Visual Art with 
Departmental Honors 
Colleen Rachel Joy Clement 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Giustin Micah Durall 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Women's Studies 
with Departmental Honors 
Wynn Adele Barnard 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Cristin Renee Richards 
Beatrice Jessica Schauberger 
Anne Menary Schneider 
CUM L.AUDE 
Leigh Margret Schommer 
with additional major in Spanish 
CUM LAUDE 
Jill Lorraine Smokoski 
Monique Marie Trammell 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Sociology with 
Departmental Honors 
Taylor K. Sheehan-Farley 
with additional major in Cultural 
Anthropology 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Spanish 
Meghan Hag Addison 
CUM LAUDE 
Adrianna Rochelle ColOn-Barnes 
Michelle Catherine de Vera ft 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jordyn Leigh Gustafson 
Elizabeth Anne Rudolf 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Accounting 
Jordan Nicholas Alexander 
SUM LAUDE 
Abdullah Mohammed A Alohli 
with additional major in Finance 
Courtney Adaline Beck 
SUM LAUDE 
Angela Helen Bever 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Joseph James Brashear 
SUM LAUDE 
Stella Kar-Ying Cheng 
Sochittra Chhim 
with additional major in Finance 
Danya Kathrine Davin 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kalindi Bharat Dawda 
with additional major in Finance 
Bryndon Cully Ecklund 
Scott Sung Hoon Fowler 
Xiao Fu 
with additional major in Marketing 
SUM LAUDE 
Gwendolyn Ann Gibson 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Wenjing Guan 
Eric Lektang Ha 
with additional major in Finance 
Brent Hatsuli Hanada 
Ravneet Kaur Heer 
SUM L.AUDE 
Haley Suzanne Henderson 
SUM LAUDE 
Eunji Hong 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Yi-Ting Hsieh 
with additional rna1or in Finance 
SUM LAUDE 
Justin Sam Ibisate 
SUM LAUDE 
Riani Irawan 
Ariel Patricia Johnson 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Ayumi Kawase 
Kyle Raymond Lee 
Schyuler Elise Reyes Lulan 
with additional major in Business 
Economics 
MAGNA cura LAuDE 
Nicholas Yen Mar 
MAGNA SUM L.AUOE 
AJejandra Soledad Mena 
with additional major in Management 
Alexis Lynn Morehouse 
Steffi Natalie 
SUM LAUDE 
Tu Thi-Cam Nguyen 
Ayumi Okura 
Chase Christopher Parker 
John Richard Payton 
with additional major in Finance 
SUM LAL1DE 
Geffrey Glenn Primavera 
Joseph Kenneth Purvis 
C1JM LAUDE 
Jordyn Beatrice Reed 
Arzin Hoshi Siganporia 
with additional major in Finance 
Baljot Singh 
Luke Victor Leonard Skelly 
Sachi Sugirnoto 
Heather Ashley Tellefson 
with additional major in Finance 
Brian Michael Teodoro 
Pamela Y Thomas 
SiJMMA SUM LAiJDE 
Vanessa Nicole Vasquez 
CUM LAUDE 
Eli Sinclair Wang 
MAGNA SliM LAUDE 
Henry Yan 
Kimberly Frances Yee 
with additional major in 
International Business 
Siu Fung Veung 
Alvina Susilowidjojo Young 
with additional major in Finance 
SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Business Economics 
Hannah Rose Akers 
with additional major in Marketing 
Jordan Dennis Anderson 
Alexander William Chin 
Wjng Tung Chong 
Wej-Chun Chou 
Alexander James Knorr 
CUM LAUDE 
Aimee Marie Martinez 
SUM LAUDE 
Dang Khoa Khac Nguyen 
with additional major in Finance 
Trent James Oleszczuk 
Sarah Katherine Ordway 
with additional major in Finance 
Darren Alex Praseutsinh 
Kyle Steven Scherrer 
Vo Hoang Tu 
with additional major in Finance 
SUM LAUDE 
Tiffany Rose Wadel 
SUMMA SUM LAUGh 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration. 
major in F-Commerce and 
Information Systems 
Ted Porter Adams 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Mushal Abdulwahab Almogait 
Robert Rand Apgood 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Yu Chieh Chen 
Dahae Samantha Chung t 
Evan Maurice Fried "t 
CUM LAUDE 
Sandeep Singh 
Di Yin 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Economics 
David Tyler Altena 
Sarah Lavive Baron 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Margot Julia Bausher 
Natalie Elizabeth Farley Bold 
SLiM LAUDE 
Brad Alan Burmester II 
SUM LAUGh 
Caitlin Ann Campbell 
Peter Andrew Casey 
Michelle Catherine de Vera ft 
LIAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Margaret Woodhouse Debelius 
Laura E. Gomez Santos 
SUM LAUGh 
Joseph Scott Greenburg 
SUMMA SUM L.AUDE 
Michael James Kaemingk 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Mathew Reid Lane 
with additional major in Mathematics 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Griffin Andrew Lee 
Cameron Jay Martin ' 
SUM LAUGh 
Justin William Minuk 
Kristopher Michael Oltman-Reid 
Bijan Motahar Sadr ft 
Alexander Ruell Schultz M 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Lara Sepulveda-Machado 
Ashwin Krishna Warrior 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Benjamin Clay Watts 
SUM LAUDE 
Danielle M. Winslow 
with additional malor  in Spanish 'ç 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Merlin George Woodman 
SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in Finance 
Adrianus 
Raymond Agus 
Faisal Saad A. Almadhi 
Khalid Almotawa 
with additional major in Business Economics 
SUM LAUDE 
Alla Ghazi Attallah 
Brian Michael Bartolini 
Matthew Kenneth Bellamy 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Nicholas Gerard Buechel 
with additional major in Business Economics 
David Robert Burglin 
Angelica Soriano Casimiro 
Brian Pak Yan Chan 
Michael Luigi Davio 
Tabish Dilshad 
Thao Phuong Doan 
Caitlin Marlene Eliza Foley 
Annemarie Judith Francis 
with additional rnalor  in Marketing 
Arnel Jacob Franco 
Jeff ry Gani 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Steven Eka Halim 
SUM LAUDE 
Brandon Deal Hexsel 
Zachary Adam Hoene 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Mai Thi Ngoc Huynh 
SUM LAUDE 
Lanai Jenkins 
Raphaela Jethrokusumo 
SUM LAUDE 
Tri Julianto 
with additional major in Marketing 
Aran Kaweerattanaphon 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Meagan Cristina Koenig 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Pelangi Leandra 
Yi-Huei Lee 
Yang Liu 
Peggy Elizabeth Mathison 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Thomas M. Mezzera 
with additional major in Business Economics 
SUM LAUDE 
Dominic Gaetano Micco 
Randall Mathias Minor 
with additional major in Management 
Tamer Mohamed 
Khadra Abdulkadir Mohamud 
Adrienne Jazmin Montoya 
with additional major in International Business 
Kevin Robert Mooers 
with additional major in Business Economic 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Ryan New 
Ha Thi Thanh Nguyen 
with additional major in Management 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Quynh Ngoc Cam Nguyen 
Thuong Manh Nguyen 
Vincentius Rusdi Oetomo 
SUM LAUDE 
Chaidria Lonzo Pangwi 
SUM LAUDE 
Paul George Pavlos 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Edwin Pranata 
MAGNA CUM LAUIJE 
Joseph Ramirez Ramos 
Jonathan Earl Smith 
An Soetedja 
Kanika Mono Srey 
Agung Suprayogo 
with additional major in Marketing 
Christin Tambnin 
Suwanto Putera Tanumihardja 
Angga Fajri Tascha 
Anthony Miguel Tiburcio 
Alfred Toar 
SUM LAUDE 
Du C. Tran 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Thanh Minh Vo 
Ha Thi Thu Vu 
SUM LAUDE 
Erik Robert Wells 
Max Jordan Williamson 
Eldy Wiraatmadja 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Tszshu Wong 
Timotius Aucky WUsman 
Ahmed lbiahim Saad Yaagib 
Michael Yaputra 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration. 
Individualized major 
James Collins 
Rory Patrick Kenna 
Jui-Teng Lin 
Allyson Hope Nelson 
Ayano Shannon Patrick 
Jason Patrick Schaefer 
Conrad Steinbrueck 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Rebekah Tibenlo 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Adnsinistration, major in 
International Business 
Robert Birungi 
SUM LAUGE 
Jie Bu 
Mairead Delia Collins 
Otto Jossue Corrales 
Tony Jay Innouvong 
Anthony Mario Izzo 
Jamie Nicole Johnson 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Christopher Stefan Jones 
with additional major in Accounting 
MAGNA SUM LAUGh 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD 
Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 
Tiffany Rose Wade] 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the 
Albers School of Business and Economics. Selection is based 
on academic excellence and contributions to the school, 
the university and the community. The award is in memory 
of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business from its 
inception in 1945 until 1966 
't Two degrees awarded 
MichaelEAndrews,PhD MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE AWARD 
Dean 	 FOR EXCELLENCE IN HUMANITIES 
Kimberly Ann Whalen 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Awarded to the student or students who most closely realize 
the Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who marvels at the 
wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its meaning; 
is open to diverse expLanations, yet demandt critical 
reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions its value 
and relevance; serves the human community, yet asks 
whether its values accord with the continuing revelation 
of the divine to humanity. 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Humanities 
Brandi Kimile Barnes 
Emily Long Bavasi "s 
CuM LAUDE 
Patrick John Blair 's 
Siobhan Frances Boyle 's 
MAGNA CIUM LAUDE 
Ashley Resplandor Caldejon 's 
JoAnna Cox's 
Annelise Artis Crosswhite 	 t 
Paelina Joanne DeStephano 't 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Heather Eileen Hanson 's 
CUM LAUDE 
DomInique Mychael Jandusay 's 
Kurt Ahmet Kapusuzoglu 's 
Peter Joseph McDonnell 's 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Nicholas Henriksen Oen 's 
Annelise Sylvue Ogaard 
Alec Jacob Pearce 's 
CUM LAUDE 
Shannon Marie Pleas 
Beatrice Isabel Rodig Yenderrozos 's 
Bijan Motahar Sadr 's 
Daniel Salgado Tunay 's 
Alexandra Christine van Ingen 's 
Andrea Carol Walen 
Kiarra Nakia Chandelle Witcher 's 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Humanities for Teaching 
Erin Fulton Boniface 
MAGNA CUM LAULA 
Junalyn-Gabrielle Halili Dela Cruz 
Darlene Mae Germino 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Anna-Leise Hawryluk 
Megan Marie Katsandres 
Alicia Paige Malstrom 
Katherine Elizabeth Pennella 
CUM LAUDE 
Laura Lee Hag Rogalsky 
Jordan Nicole Salisbury 
Robin Daniel Sather 
LeFondria Shanota-Annette Scroggins 
Celia Elizabeth Stahl 
Kimberly Ann Whalen 
SUMMA cuM LAuDE 
Sebastian Kanczugowski 
Kihoon Kim 
Young Suk Kim 
Chutimon Kwanbutsabong 
Keenan Ryan Lee 
Garrett Ray Nugent 
Hye Jun Park 
Alexa Marie Pelling 
CUM LAUDE 
Essentia Pak Rivera 
Yesenia Plascencia Sanchez 
Loch Edward Stimpson 
Andrew Joseph Tichenor 
CUM LAUra 
Vu Huy Tran 
Hung-Chi Tsai 
with additional major in F-Commerce 
and Information Systems 
Jessica Wang 
Amelia Kathryn Wasil 
Benjamin Lewis White, Ill 
Michael Surya Wijaya 
with additional major in Finance 
Tzu Chun Wu 
Kai-Lin Yeh 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in Management 
Cheno Antonio Barajas 
Pfeiffer Jamie C hang Bloecker 
CUM LAUDE 
Hannah Faye Bonomo 
CUM LAUDE 
Angela Michelle Borracchini 
Holly Anne Cameron 
Madeleine Sayre Cary 
CUM LAUDE 
Dahae Samantha Chung 's 
Richard David Clark-Coller 
with additional maior in Finance 
Travis Logan Corwell 
with additional maior  in E-Corrmerce 
and Information Systems 
JoAnna Cox 's 
Mary Hilary Elkins 
CUM LAUDF 
Ashley Nicole Fong 
Paul Lindsay Garrison 
Michelle Lyn Gregerson 
Tyler David Hanson 
Ian S.L. Higuchi 
Hayley Michelle Holcomb 
Hsiao-Ting (Tina) Hsu 
with additional major in Marketing 
Jessica Hundley Jenkins 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
DeWayne Edward Kalista 
Nicole Blake Krause 
Kristine Michelle Lam 
Duong Bach Le 
with additional major in Marketing 
Dominic Lee, Lai Hang 
Ryan Edward Legallet 
Michele Chen Liang 
Chez Hsun Yu Liu 
Sunny Christina Locke 
with additional rriaior in Finance 
Joanna Yau Louie 
Ryan Bradley Luis 
MAGNA CuM LAUDE 
Erin Michelle Lyons 
with additional major ri Accounling 
Michael Ryan Mattingly 
Katherine Thi Nguyen 
Ngoc Hong Nguyen 
Stephanie Lorraine Parrish 
CUM LAUDE 
Luthairat Praphanchith 
Jacob Michael Severson 
Constance Raemar Shobaken 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Robert Andrew Stephens 
CUM LAUDE 
Max Skyler Rakosky Stowell 
with additional major in Marketing 
Kyla Mie Tamayori 
with additional major in Finance 
Sameera Teezab 
Riley Ponce Tompkins 
with additional malor  in Marketing 
Paul Lawrence Tongg 
Ching-Ling Tsal 
CUM LAUDE 
Jing Tso 
Ansley Tworek 
Daniel Adam Van Zandt 
CUM LAUDE 
Yiteng Wang 
Mellisa Wijaya 
Brandi Masako Lehuartani Quartero 
Yamauchi 
Joyce Heewon Yang 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in Marketing 
Jessica Marie Amador 
Sarah Michelle Biggs 
Kellianne Akemi Cadavona 
Dennis Chandra 
David Anthony Cuerpo, Jr. 
Roy Alexander Djohan 
Mycole Masaru Doi 
Amanda Lee Ellis 
Junqi Fan 
Courtney Antione Hall 
Audrey Elizabeth Hamid 
Chia-Jou Han 
Ian Adrian Hartono 
CUM LAUDE 
Lucas Floyd Henry 
Chien Hsun Huang 
Caitlin Noelle Hurt 
CuM LAUDE 
Jeffrey Dodd Johnson 
with additional major in E-Commerce 
and information Systems 
Anna Marie Klutho 
5UMMA CUM LAUDE 
Sausha Sara-Marie Knott 
MAGNA CUM L.AUDE 
Ting Ngai Lam 
with additional major in Finance 
Quy Dai Lam-Quach 
with additional major in finance 
Tzu-Wei Lin 
with additional major in Management 
Jeremy R. Manglona 
Simon Alexander Meske 
Pik-Ki Ng 
Christina My Phuong Nguyen 
Huong Ha Thien Nguyen 
CUM LAUDE 
Linh Dieu Hong Nguyen 
Thuy Thi Thu Nguyen 
Lian Dionisio Palencia 
Dewi Eliza Pantja 
Tung Nguyen Son Pharn 
Kallie Amanda Pleis 
Katherine Aragdon Reyes 
with additional major in E-Cornwerce and 
Information Systems 
Kassandra Marie Riozzi 
Michael Roesli 
Angela Marie Samsel 
Stephen Horton Sayer 
Zena Claire Shelton 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Nicholas Tyler Skok 
Christian Sontani 
CUM LAUDE 
Hendru Haryono Sukir 
Hilary Sherif Taber 
Tank Mehrez Taibah 
Tran Ngoc Kieu Thanh 
William J. Tsang 
Kai-Han (Jessica) Tso 
with additional major in Management 
Cherry Angela Widjaja 
Christilia Widjaja 
Madeline Prior Williams 
CUM LAUDE 
Richard Scott Williams 
's Two degrees awarded 
Michael J. Quinn, PhD 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Biology 
Christopher William Auld 
Daniel Jacob Auld 
John Peyton Bohnsack 
CUM LAUDE 
Ashley Etosha Collier 
Alexander Edward Crone Dvorsky 
Taylor Ann Fannin 
Jordyn Jaclyn Frost 
CUM LAUDE 
Luz Elena Gomez 
Carolyn K. Huynh 
Emily Ann Kaufmann 
Alexander Thomas McCrackin 
Elize Noelle Papineau 
CUM LAUDE 
Mr. George R. Tercero 
Bethany Marie Viles 
CUM LAUDE 
Alanna Jean Welsh 
Chelsea Rose Whalen 
CuM LAUDE 
Kiarra Nakia Chandelle Witcher ft 
Bachelor of Science 
in Biology 
Siobhan Frances Boyle 't 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Erin Rose D'Agnese 
CUM LAUDE 
Katherine A. Deets 
CUM LAUDE 
Malcolm Maclntyre Gilbert 
Elizabeth R. Gindin 
Danielle Jean Guyer ' 
Carly Jane King 
CUM LAUDE 
Hannah Jeanette Klein 
Joy S. Lee 
Lindsey Ann Montoya 
Benjamin Joseph Neal 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Camille Kay Robertson 
MAGNA CUM LAUDI 
h 
Adam Thomas Strizich 
CUM LAUDE 
Stefani Marie Thompson 
Tram Tran 
CUM LAUDE 
Amy Nie Zhong 
Bachelor of Science 
in Biochemistry 
Tin Trung Bui 
CUM LAUDE 
Sonam Kaur Ghag 
Zachary Ryan Kamine 
Thanh-Hoa Thi Nguyen 
CUM L.AUDE 
Suchina Parmar 
Phuc X. Pham 
Orrin John Stone 
Halina Marie Werner 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science, 
major in Cdl and Molecular 
Biology 
Sai Manaswi Somareddy 
Dennis van de Goor 
Karen Lynn White 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Chemistry 
Jasmine Christine Chiemi Davis ft 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kevin Scott Ormiston 
Bachelor of Science 
in Chemistry 
Danielle Doe Ashworth 
MAGNA CUM L.AUDE 
Ernst Adrian Henle 
Peter Joseph McDonnell c 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Ryan Akio Adachi 
Mark Robert Beggs 
Ethan Robert Darang Belen 
i Two degrees awarded  
Emily Patrice Berg 
CUM LAUDE 
Collin David Cabatbat 
Kevin Karl Cook 
Aimee Laura Corn 
Rachel Naomi Mei Sum Dang 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kyler Dane Thomas Flores 
Cole McCheyne Franklin 
Fasika Gutema 
CLIM LAUDE 
Cindy Halim 
Pratistha Kansakar 
Marshall Takeshi Kosaka 
Thomas Joseph Lynam 
Justin Phillip Milne 
Khashayar Mirani 
Royce Hiroto Miyahara 
Nicole Michiko Nakaoka 
Maureen Michelle O'Sullivan 
Kristin Ruth Pesman 
Daniel Jonathon Pichardo 
Daniel Rainier Richings 
CUM LAUDE 
Hannah Marie Ralston 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Katrina Marie Schwab 
James Anthony Shannon 
Anna Rose Sigel 
Lisa Roxanne Stenberg 
MAGNA CLJM LAUDE 
Anneliese Mackey Sytsma 
CUM LAUDE 
Renee Aleen Vandermause 
CuM LAuDE 
Rachel Joan Vranizan 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Brynn Mari Watanabe 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Aaron Joseph Brown 
Roger G. Kennedy 
Victor Samuel Halim 
Brandon Joseph Hamer 
CUM LAUDE 
Saurav Kakshapati 
Aaron Moshe Katz 
CUM LAUDE 
Johana Paola Ladino 
Eric Hiro Makino 
Pin-Tsung Pan 
Hudson H. Sadlier 
James Anthony Sin, II 
CuM LAUDE 
John Mathieu Gapasin Soreno 
Everett Nicholas Sullivan ft 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Vinh Phuc Iran 
Marie Kristin VerMurlen 
Bachelor of Science 
in Diagnostic Ultrasound 
Darcy Allison Bentler 
CUM LAUDE 
Gordon Suen Chan 
Brandy Marie Clark 
Elisabeth Marie Costanzo 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Marnie Ann Davis 
CUM LAUDE 
Craig Hansen 
Rebecca Diane Hogaboam 
CUM LAUDE 
Jessica Elaine Lee 
CUM LAUDE 
Michael Solomon Naiman 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Phi-Hung Hoang Nguyen 
Hailey Brianne Parrish 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Lisa Marie Protzman 
CutS LAUDE 
Helena Ziema 
Bachelor of Scienu 
in Electrical Engineering 
Xin Geng 
Justin Lewis Goar 
Shannon Lee Hitchen 
Vinh H. Ho 
Arihant Jam 
Che Yi Kung 
Ferdy Setiadi Kwee 
Daniel C. Leng 
Long Hoang Ly 
Jordan Terrance Maier 
with additional malor in Mathematics 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Christopher Ryan McDougall 
C heal Soon Park 
CUM LAUDE 
Joshua Martin Peavler 
Ayesha Shams Pirbhai 
Nichole Patrice Porter 
Robert Beach Seidensticker, Ill 
Justin Jon Kazunari Shimasaki 
Randy Tristan Silva 
Hoang Thanh Tran 
CUtS LAUDE 
Aziz Talibovich Yuldashev 
Bachelor of Science 
in Environmental Science 
Olivia Ruth Buonarati 
CUM LAUDE 
Jonathan Edwin Robertson  
Bachelor of Science 
in General Science 
Shayan A. Abbasi 
Ashley Resplandor Caldejon 'i 
Stephanie Marie Cheng 
CUM LAUDE 
Jordan Joseph Clark 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Christen Sadie Oasay Coloma 
Sara Lorrayne DeMartini 
Jeremiah D. Grams 
MAGNA CUtS AUDI 
Michelle Marie Grome 
Tori Hiilani Masae lnouye 
Kellie-Anne Chiemi lshii 
Ty Derek Jaros 
SUMESA CUM LAUDE 
Manpreet Kaur 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Tiffany Phuong-Tran Luu 
CUM LAUDE 
Mario Lee Mata 
Nicholas Henriksen Den c 
Sarah Clover Osellame 
Jasmine Sandhu 
Jeremy Jay Gamayon Supnet 
Corey Mark Tucker 
Justin Lawrence Willis 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Mathematics 
Justin Matthew Laxton 
Allison Elizabeth O'Brien 
Bachelor of Science, Major 
in Mathematics 
Hannah Elizabeth Bancroft 
with additional major in Economics 
Cohn Patrick Buley 
Anjouli Abess Burke 
Lindsey Yadana Chen 
CUM LAUDE 
Brian Andrew Feist 
Renee Elizabeth Russell 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Peter John Sullivan, JR 
Patrick James Trainor 
Enica Michele Yoshimoto 
CUtS LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Mathematics 
Elizabeth Kia Braha 
Emily Christine Frost 
Casey Lynn Johnson 
CUtS LAUDE 
Aaron Michael Klingensmith 
CUM LAUDE 
Everett Nicholas Sullivan 't 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering 
Chad Michael Bartlett 
CUtS LAUDE 
Bikramjit Singh Bhangoo 
Jonathan Chadwick Brown 
John Paul Daily 
Sarah Mae DeSanto 
Rodney Jermaine D. Dwyer 
REV. EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J., AWARD 
ordan Terrance Maier 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering or 
computer science student, judged on scholarship, leadership, 
dedication, and inspiration. 
JOHN S. JU AWARD 
Everett Nicholas Sullivan 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to a graduating science student who exudes wonder 
at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown, and the ability 
to integrate and apply knowledge. 
Azita Emami, PhD 
	 SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 
Dean 	 Eniily Long Bavasi 
cuM LAUDE 
Rournelia Sanidad Jordan 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the College 
of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in 
school and community activities. The award honors the 
memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean of the School 
of Nursingfrom 1955 to 1968. 
Edward Anthony Guevara 
Brian Alexander Johnson 
Adrian Thomas Kim 
with additional major in Physi 
CUM LAUDE 
Lukasz Pawel Kutek 
Yizhou Lin 
Theodore David Lyons 
Taylor Scott Matsui 
Caitlin Renee McCleary 
CUM LAUDE 
Kyle David Ringstad 
Ellen Margaret Ruotsala 
Joshua Mark Sandy 
Katherine D. Stinson 
CUM LAUDE 
Daniel Salgado Tunay 's 
Benjamin Thomas Watson 
Madona Youssef 
Sylvana Youssef 
Bachelor of Science in Physics 
Derrik Eugene Hanson 
with additional rnaior in Mathematict 
CUM LAUDE 
Louis Edward Joost 
Alexander Norman Rice 
Trevor Lawrence Simpkin 
Bernice Eugenia Terrell Martinez 
Jeffrey Lewis Tibbals 
Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing 
Christiana Abraham 
Dominic Charles Acala 
Harriette Gayle Concha Acuna 
Elena Rosemaria Ester Alcedo 
Adrienne Robelo Alcobendas 
Kristina Marie Allen 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Melody Janean Anderson 
CUM LAIJDE 
Angelica Gueco Arceo 
Philip Jeffrey Bacani 
CuM SAuCE 
Danielle Rae Bauman 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Emily Long Bavasi "s 
CUM LAUDE 
Hannah Walsh Berns 
CUM LALIDE 
Sarah Elizabeth Bolce 
Elizabeth Marian Bow 
Emily Diane Brodin 
Jessica Lyn Brown 
CUM LAUDE 
Kimberly Thuy Bui 
Kirsten Mortel Caldejon 
CUM LAUDE 
Ellise Gayle Garcia Carlos 
CUM LAUDE 
Elise Aileen Carlson 
CUM LAUDE 
Sarah Kathryn Carney 
MACNA cUM LAUDE 
Kristi Reed Carson 
CuM LAUDE 
Allison Rose Cauvel 
MACNA CUM LAuIJE 
Sarah Joy Champa 
Heidi Shao Wei Chang 
Sara Lynn Chapman 
CUM LAUDE 
Joanna S. Choe 
Jessica Lyn Choi 
Karla Teresa Ross Colburn 
CUM LAUDE 
Elena Marie Collins 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Kristine Lea Coonce 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Leanne Brodell Crooks 
McKenzie Alayne Crosby 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Annelise Artis Crosswhite "s 
Jennifer Ellen Davidson 
CUM LAUDE 
Kyra M. X. De Silva 
Tam-Anh Thi Dinh 
Hong-Nhung Thi Do 
CUM LAUDE 
Emily Gorman Dunphy 
CUM LAUDE 
Michele Nichole Dwyer 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
David Arne Einmo 
CUM LAUDE 
Anna M Evans 
CUM LAUDE 
Sarah Lucy Evans 
Lara Allison Felker 
Kari Ann Elizabeth Felzer 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Sheena Marie Martin Floresca 
CUM LAiJDE 
Bridget Elizabeth Fredrick 
Crystal Mariel Gallegos 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Bridget Mary Gavin 
Julia Ann Marie Gentling 
Sara Anissa Gharbi-Reinking 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Christi Gizelle Lacorte Gianan 
Jessica Marie Humphries 
Lacrisha Janine Go 
CUM LAUDE 
Fardous Farah Guled 
Caroline Elizabeth Hafenbrack 
Samantha Lee Goodrich Hastings 
CUM LAUDE 
Victoria Marie Herradura 
CUtS LAUDE 
Emily Morgan Hobbs 
Andrea Paula Hogan 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Rachel Amber Hunsaker 
CUM L.AUDE 
Brandon Daniel Ibarra 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Alexandra Kira Iken 
Julia Kinu Imoto 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Roumelia Sanidad Jordan 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Sara Kathryn Kaiser 
Neena Jennett Kennedy 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Amy S. Kenneweg 
SUMMA CUM L.AUDE 
Beth Anne Koster 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Aliza Katrina Kreisman 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Chelsea Kungkagam 
CUM LAUDE 
Katelyn S. Leach 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Christine Bolam Lee 
CUM LAUDE 
Michelle Masae Leskovar 
Christine Nguyen Luong 
Mariaugh P. Maestas 
CUM LAUDE 
Venessa Rae Maples 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Rose Marzec 
Kathleen Luz Matthews 
CUM LAUDE 
Katie Leigh Hembree Mc.Arthur 
MACNA CUM [AliCE 
Kathryn Porter McCarron ft 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Lindsay Marie McDevitt 
Alison Kaitlin McDowell 
Jeffrey Brian McDowell 
Ross Campbell McGilvray 
MACNA CUtS LAUDE 
Megan Lynne McPherson 
Kayla Marie Medina 
Shellia La Nette Merrill 
Tessa Louise Meyer 
MACNA CUM LAIJDE 
Amber Lynn Mitchelle 
Kristina Andrea Mollenberg 
Lauren Mariko Munechika 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Karissa Dawn Myking 
SUMMA CUM LAuDE 
Christine Michelle Nguyen 
Jennifer Thi Nguyen 
Emanuel Nistrian 
Kassandra Lynn OBrien 
CUM LAUDE 
Kevin O'Connell 
Ariel Kiku Ohno 
Jennifer Tokie Okimoto 
Jill Satomi Okinaka 
Samantha Hsiao Chien Pang 
Victoria Marie Patterson 
CuM LAUDE 
Megan Jean Perara 
cuM LAUDE 
Miriam Grace Perez 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Minh Hien Pham 
CUM LAUDE 
Divya Reddy 
Karly Ann Regalia 
Rebecca Jean Remle 
MACNA CUM L,AuDE 
Leah Sara Renf row 
CUM LAUDE 
Julia Renee Richardson 
cuM LAUDE 
Shaun Wesley Rigates 
Beverly C. Roberts 
Nicole L. Robinson 
Stefanie Michelle Robles 
Michael Baladad Salanga 
CUM L.AUDE 
Karleigh Marie Sandwith 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Jodie Noelle Schmehr 
Claudine Kaleinani Schneider 
April Marie Shannon 
Katherine Elisabeth Smith 
CUM LAUDE 
Jane Audrey Spencer 
Laurel Cahall Spruance 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Rebecca Ann Streich 
CUtS LAUDE 
Leah Meredith Osier 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Lacey Anne Surprenant 
CUM LAUDE 
Alyssa Kyong Swope 
Katherine Marie Tarabochia 
Kathleen Joy Thomas 
cUM LAUDE 
Michelle Nicole Smith 
MACNA CUM LALJDE 
Amanda Elizabeth Thurrnon 
CuM LAUDE 
Maria Siobhan Torchia 
Kate Amelia Tryon 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Jennifer Caplan Tuke 
SUMMA cUM LAUDE 
Svetlana Tyshkevich 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Alexandra Frances Valente 
Molly Bea Walters 
CUM LAuDE 
MarIa Jean Wang 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Jana LRae Watson 
CUtS LAUDE 
Bianca Leigh Williams 
Lauren Elizabeth Wilson 
James Adam Wood 
CUM LAUDE 
Chermaine S. Wulff 
MACNA CuM LAUDE 
Peter J. Zyniewicz 
CuM LAUDE 
's Two degrees awarded 
	
717 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC 
COMMISSIONING CADETS 
The ROTC Commissioning Ceremony is the culmination offour years of hard 
work balancing military requirements and academic commitments. These young 
men and women will be commissioned as Second Lieutenants and will begin 
their career ofservice to their nation all over the world. 
Paul Donald Anderson Emily Nicole Gerhard 
TBD Finance 
Philip Jcfirc' Bacani Caroline Elizabeth Hafcnbrack 
Nursing Nursing 
Jordan Joseph Clark Dominique Nlvch,il Jandusav 
Armor Signal Corps 
Jennifer Ellen Davidson Daniel Thomas Jones 
Nursing Military Intelligence 
Sagcn C. (earharr Rebecca Soomi ii lee 
Field Artillery Chemical 
Lindsay Marie McDevitt 
Nursing 
Job nathan \Civnc Roth 
Aviation 
'vt ichael Baladaci Sal a n€a 
Nursing 
Geoff Mitchell Spaulding 
Transportation 

GRADUATE CEREMONY 
PROCESSIONAL PRESENTATION OF 
Pomp and Circumstance H 0 N 0 R A R V DEGREE 
Edward Elgar Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
Grand Marshal 
David W. Madsen, PhD Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost 
Assistant Marshals 
Peter A. Brous, PhD STUDENT SPEAKER 
Sharon Callahan, EdD 
Mar3'  Elizabeth Gerardo 
Theresa Granger, PhD, MN, FNP, NP.0 
Executive Master of Nonprofit Leadership  
Leticia Guardiola-Sáenz, PhD 
Lindsay Leeder, MSN, ARNP 
Gregory M. Magnan, PhD 
PRESENTATION  
OF AWARD  
Susan B. Matt, PhD, JD 
Judy Margrath, EdD Archbishop Raymond G. Flunthausen 
Margit E. McGuire, PhD Outstanding Service Award 
Laurie Stevahn, PhD 
Stephen K. Rice, PhD PRESENTATION 
GalenT.Trail,PhD OF DEGREES 
Bridget A. Walker, PhD Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
William L. Weis, PhD President 
CONVOCATION 	 ALUMNI WELCOME 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
	
Susan Vosper, BA '90, LEMBA '10 
Provost 	 Assistant Vice President for Alumni Relations 
NATIONAL ANTHEM BENEDICTION 
Anna Marie Kiutho Joseph Anthony Cotton 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies 
major in Marketing 
Summa Cum Laude 
RECESSIONAL 
INVOCATION Hallelujah,Amcn 
Eric Watson, S.J. George Frideric Handel 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry Mosaic Brass Quintet 
WELCOME 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost 
REMARKS FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
HONORARY DEGREE 
Mark Charles Pigott B.S., B.A., M.S. I Doctor of Humane Letters 
Mr. Mark Charles Pigott is Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PACCAR Inc, where he has worked for 35 years. 
PACCAR is a Fortune 200 global technology leader in the design and manufacture of Kenworth, Peterbilt and DAF trucks. 
Mr. Pigott earned his B.S. in industrial engineering, B.A. in humanities and M.S. in business, all from Stanford University. 
He received an Honorary Doctorate in Science from Trinity College, Dublin, in 2007, and an Honorary Doctorate of Laws 
from Gonzaga University in 2008. Harvard Business Review named him one of the top 50 CEOs in the world in 2009. 
The fourth generation of the Pigott family to actively support Seattle University, Mr. Pigott serves the institution in many 
significant ways. He is a trusted advisor to the university's leadership, graciously sharing the lessons he has learned in business 
to help strengthen the institution. Mr. Pigort's care for the students of Seattle University is direct and hands-on: for 15 years 
he has been teaching in SU's Executive MBA program—in the building that bears his family's name. His enthusiasm for and 
commitment to education is evident in the establishment of the Pigott Family Endowment for the Arts at Seattle University. 
Mr. Pigort also helped to create and fund the James Pigott Pavilion for Leadership, in honor of his uncle's stewardship at 
PACCAR and Seattle University. His generous spirit of giving is captured by the beloved poet, W. B. Yeats, who said, 
"Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire." 
A true champion and supporter of higher education, Mr. Pigott has also funded professorships and scholarships at Stanford 
University, Cambridge University (UK), Trinity College (Dublin), the University of Washington and Gonzaga University. 
Mr. Pigott graciously shares his time and insights, serving on several boards, including Franklin Templeton, the Advisory Board 
of the St. George's Society of New York, the Royal Shakespeare Company America, The British Library Foundation, National 
Science & Technology Medals Foundation and Trinity College Foundation. He is a life member of the National Gallery London, 
Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufacturers and Commerce (RSA) and The British Libraty. 
Mr. Pigott has earned a number of prestigious awards for his leadership in business, education and the arts, including Officer 
of the British Empire (UK), Commander of the Order of the Crown (Belgium), Officer of the Orange Nassau (Netherlands) 
and Knights Cross of the Order of Merit (Hungary). 
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
OUTSTA N 1)1 N G S F R\ ICL /\A RD 
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university 
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values 
of col/.aborative leadership in service to others. 
Joseph Anthony Cotton 
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION TITLES 
Tara Marie Byrne 	 Karen Nabors Jackson 
Self-Perceptions of Nontraditional Roles 	 African American Students as Isolates in 
of Educating Youth: K-12 Education-based 	 Gifted/Programs of Study: Challenging Forces 
Nonprofit Strategies for Recruiting and 	 and Successful Factors 
Retaining Employees 	 Chair: Roberto Peña 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Shuaa Matog Alnific 
Adolescents' Developmental Experiences 
Through Participation in Extra-Curricular 
Activities in Saudi Arabia 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Pamela Jean Ansingh 
Superintendent Behaviors that Support 
Teaching and Learning in 
Highly Effective Districts 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Kriss Russell Fridenvalds 
Elementary Teachers Perceptions of 
Elementary Principals Effectiveness 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Penelope B. Koch-Patterson 
Academic Service-Learning and 
Integrative Complexity 
Chair: Jeffrey Anderson 
Sonja Ann Knapp Svlvanus 
Greg Borgerding 	 Forrest Matthew Griek 	 Challenges and Best Practices of 
Washington Superintendents Perceptions 	 An Exploratory Study on Authentic 	 Literacy/Instructional Coaches 
of the Knowing-Doing Gap and Implications Leadership of High School Principals 	 Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
for Organizational Effectiveness 	 in Washington State 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 	 Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Ascfeh Badiey Houshyari 
Medical Students' Attitudes Towards 
Information and Communication Technology 
at Isfahan University of Medical Science 
and Healthcare, Isfahan, Iran 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
SueA. Schmitt, EdD 	 ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 
Dean 	 Jeremy Gilbert Louzau 
Yantra Rain Bertell 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) 
in the College of Education Teacher Education Program. 
Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence 
in student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, 
and evidence of leadership. 
SPIRIT OF THE SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION AWARD 
Carlito Gil Villanueva Umali 
The Spirit of the College of Education Award is presented to 
the student who exemplifies the College of Education mission 
ofpreparing ethical and reflective practitioners for qualisy 
service in diverse communities. The student demonstrates 
excellence in aca4emics as well as service to the program, 
school, campus or greater community. 
octor of Education in 
lucational Leadership 
usa Matog Alnifie 
mela Jean Ansingh 
eg Borgerding 
ra Marie Byrne 
iss Russell Fridenvalds 
rrest Matthew Griek 
efeh Badiey Houshyari 
ten Nabors Jackson 
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lucational Specialist in 
lucational Administration 
flee K. Barut - del Fierro 
sryHelen Bever 
annon Kimberly Carter-Murdoch 
?phanie Marie Rock 
lucational Specialist 
School Psychology 
dgett Dawn Bakula 
ian Tara Cano 
than Braydon Cattarin 
nber Christine Cawley 
ristopher Uggla Claesson 
von Celeste Cole 
litney Blaise Hutcheson 
rily Marga Irwin 's 
sten Kathleen Iverson 
sten Elizabeth Johnston-Saretto 
rin Ann Kallander 
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n Margaret Lea 
lly Suzanne Marth 
ristine Connell Morgan 
yin Wade Poirier 
bel Redo del Moral de Robles 
inifer Dawn Sawyer 
talie Renee Scantlen 
Two degrees awarded 
Educational Specialist in 
Special Education 
Denise Marie Leiby 
Master of Education in Adult 
Education and Iraining 
Sam Palmer Brann 
Kirsty Ann Cain 
Cammie Dawn Cleveland 
Dma Anne Jacobs 
Leah R. Polito 
Brooke Elizabeth Salisbury 
Jedediah Sawyer 
Brendon Kazutami Taga 
Master of Arts in 
Education in Counseling 
Rachel Ann Ableidinger 
Heatherioy Briere Boi 
William Thompson Buffington III 
Christina Marie Cantwell 
Diana Kehaulani Chernisky 
Jessica Havens Eagle 
Lauren Elizabeth Eaton 
Margaret Vivian Elkon 
Molly Shirli Fields 
Stacey Rae Froelich 
Aleesha Leann Grigg 
Jennifer Marie Hawes 
Jordan Francis Szalay Howell 
Dana Christine Irwin 
Emily Marga Irwin t 
Jin Kyung Joo 
Daniel Wook Lee 
Robin Lee 
Jacob Parish Levine 
Joshua Magallanes 
Elizabeth Anne Meyer 
Theresia Annette Richardson 
Ariana Valentina Silva 
Brian Alan Splinter 
Angela Suzanne Taniguchi 
Erica Michelle Tate 
Lindsay Jeanne Vrabek 
Annie Yan Li Zhou 
Master of Education in 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Amy Louise Robinson Alphin 
Bradley Raymond Bauer 
Stephen Matthew Bucheit 
Scott Edward Cleary 
Grace Larita Coleman 
Anne Marie Fulmer 
David Edward Olinger 
Kali Lynn Paris 
Linda Nanette Risenhoover 
Lisa Suzanne Spooner 
Jennifer Rene Whitney 
Molly Jeanne Wiecks 
Nicole Michelle Zipp 
Master of Education in 
Educational Administration 
Kimberlie Elizabeth Haik 
Mary Katherine Loftus 
Christina Nicole Spencer 
Master of Education in 
Literacy for Special Needs 
Jennifer Lee Grams 
Vanessa Jay Marlin Meraki 
Amy M. Nemeth 
Elizabeth Ann Reiter 
Master of Educatiois in 
Special Education 
Rebecca Elizabeth Bland 
SkyeAnna Tess Grace 
Colleen Ann Hayden 
Clare Kerstin Reuter 
Master of Arts in Student 
Development Administration 
Katrina Elizabeth Anaya 
Ethan Michael DeCoster 
Julie Nicole Foran 
Claudia Garcia Medina 
Dustin Kurt Grabsch 
Nicole Haliipua Juliano 
Christina J. Shapland 
Ester Ulibasa Sihite 
Catherine M. Sturn 
Master of Education in 
Student Development 
Administration 
Ashley R. Bradley 
Whitney Lynn Broetje 
Carly Darcher 
Nicholas Adam Dietrich 
Kaitlin Michelle Ehlers 
Nathan Andrew Fanning 
Emily Schanno Fogg 
Stephanie Jane Hamilton 
Heather Anne Jacobson 
Lisa Marie Jacobson 
Pamela Bethany Johnson 
Brandon Lee Lueken 
Janet Matta 
Erin Marie Miller 
Jenifer Nakagaki 
Karla Beth Repman 
Nicole Danielle Robison 
Sheryl Michelle Rosenberg 
Kelly Marie Russell 
James Edward Spaan 
Lynette Rae Splinter 
Courtney Elizabeth Stringer 
Sarah Elizabeth Thomson 
Stephanie Weiskopf 
Master in Teaching 
Alexandra Sophia Alskog 
Rachel Summer AIva 
Zharina Alonzo Angeles 
Allison Joy Azersky 
Kelly Breann Barker 
Katrine Beth Behrend 
Yantra Rain Bertelli 
Elizabeth Joan Bissell 
Crystal Marie Bronte 
Nathan Thomas Brown 
Jamie Lynn Burns 
Bonivi Casem Caculitan 
Christopher David Calvin 
Michael Patrick Cane 
Jamie Katherine Carr 
Russell Ingersoll Carroll 
Amy Colleen Chapman 
Whitney Cheng 
Carol Grace Clark 
James Harvey Clithero 
Alexander Stewart Craighead 
Mikayla Rachel Crawford-Harris 
Heather Marie Diederich 
Zachary John Dowling 
Natalie Dawn Duncan 
Kristi Ann Eisele 
Celeste Edwige Yingling Eustis 
Katherine Elizabeth Fredlund 
Margery Lawler Gerrity 
Colliri Jay Gibbs 
Allison Michelle Gilman 
Andrew Richard GirOn 
Nicole Elizabeth Greer 
Sarah J Griffith 
Hannah Esther Guldin 
Constance Elizabeth Hansen 
Matthew David Harrow 
Anna Rose Hinz 
Laura Marie Hoffmann 
Jerome Lee Hunter 
Aimee Mariko Kanemori 
Sharika Murali Karuppali 
William Judson Ketvirtis 
Kristina Lynne Klein 
Andrew Phillip Kreiter 
Kristen S. Lagao 
Alexander Taylor Lenon 
Benlamin Joseph Lidgus 
Devin Quinn Liner 
Jeremy Gilbert Louzao 
Kristina Helene McCormick 
Karen Jean McHegg 
Tiffany Marie McReynolds 
Christine Ann Merker 
Ashley Danielle Meyer 
James R. Millikan 
Ashley Elaine Montgomery 
Elizabeth Janela Montoya 
Jennifer Lee Nichols 
Julia Louise O'Donnell 
Heather Joy Osborne 
Jose Evodio Perez 
Aria Christine Peters 
CIeo Kristienne Peterson 
Renee Nichole Phelps 
Elisabeth Kai Picou 
Hilary Anne Preston 
Melissa Ann Protz 
Lindsay R. Quinn 
Cameron Martin Robertson 
Nathan Santo 
Alvin Brian Fontanilla Santos 
Laura Kessler Schefter 
Eleonor Lina Schneider 
Priscilla Ann Scofield 
Thomas Rudolf Seyss 
Stefanie Leigh Skiljan 
Barbara Rose Solbakken 
Alison Leigh Spencer 
Rachel Kay Sreebny 
Kathryn Streit 
Nathan Andrew Ring Stuart 
Amber Nicole Swim 
Shelley Christine Thompson 
Cindy Cecilia Torres 
Laura Anne Totten 
[23l 
David V. Powers, PhD 
Dean 
Yi-Hsuan (Katie) Tsai 
Joshua Allan Tuggle 
Jeremy Philip Ulmen 
Carlito Gil Villanueva Umali 
Pamela Clark van Straubenzee 
Emily Kaitlin Veling 
Stephanie Ann Wallen 
Chrystol Jean White 
Jessica Marie Wickwire 
Christopher Andrew Williams 
Jennifer Marie Wilson 
Torrey Brook Womble 
Catherine Marie Zender 
Emily Anne Zimmerman 
Heather Alicia Callahan Zucker 
Macy Ann Zwanzig 
Master of Arts in Education in 
[caching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
Timothy Howard Ellsworth 
Lauren Paige Amster 
Master of Education in 
Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
Young-Mi Choe 
Barbara Sue Dannenbring 
Marion Elizabeth DeMoss 
Tyane Marie Haiducek 
Frances Hearn 
Hua-Chun Kung 
Theodore Paul Lang 
Sara Melissa Legg 
Su Hyang Lim 
Jinghai Liu 
Jessie Sue Montgomery 
Nguyen Ha Truc Giang 
Annika Dakin Oechsli 
Elaine Ong 
Andrea Ann Romano 
Alaa Mohammed M. Shakoori 
Aniira Tonia Siegel 
Peter Forrest Smith 
Laura Stusser-McNeil 
Anne Margaret Yeaw 
Ping Zhou 
24  
WALLACE LOH ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE AWARD 
\1atthew Arthur Jude Stidiman 
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to 
the outstanding graduating student in the College ofArts 
and Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon 
exceptional graduate work in the classroom. Qualification 
evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presenta- 
tions, fillowsbip or scholarship awards, and interdisciplinaiy 
scholarship work. The award honors the impact that 
Dr. Wallace Loh had upon graduate programs in the College 
ofArts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the college 
from 1999-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven 
Arts and Sciences graduate programs were created. 
LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL 
JUSTICE AWARD 
Adam Crawford Thusley 
The College ofArts 6' Sciences Leadership & Social Justice 
Award recognizes the graduating student in the College of 
Arts and Sciences Graduate Programs who has demonstrated 
exceptional leadership abilities and commitment to social 
justice by the academic work in their program and their work 
in the communily. The recipient is an innovative forward 
thinker, making new roads in their chosen field and canying 
with then the Jisunding principles ofa Jesuit education, 
making choices as a leader for a just and humane world. 
Levi Paul Giraud 
Norma Yvette Hernandez 
Lauren Elizabeth Jay 
Alicia Jordan 
Andre Pierre Labossiere 
Alexa Nicole Larsen 
Wendelin Munoz 
Hong Nhung Due Nguyen 
Stanley W. Patrzalek 
Denise Quiroz 
Naomi G. Rosenberg 
Kyle Jason Schwab 
Veronika Singh 
Lynn Slaughter 
Teneshia Nicole Thurman 
Shannon Kathleen Todd 
Lindsey Tyler Uy-Johnson 
Executive Master of 
Nonprofit Leadership 
Brittany Irene Baurer 
Alisha Emiko Blalock 
Angie Buysse 
Christena Rose Bowles Coutsoubos 
Kelley Marie Craig 
Irene Diaz Soto 
Deborah Colleen Durham 
Susann Bartley Edmond 
Mary Elizabeth Gerardo 
Steve Gibbs 
Charles Henry Hamilton 
Laura Haroldson 
Jessie Anne Irwin-Hooper 
Andrew Augustine Jay 
Sarah Knox Kaiser 
Mira Kim 
Heidi Holton Neff 
Lori Ann Oberlander 
Rachel Kathleen Painting 
Luke Donald Phifer 
Nathan Aaron Robinson 
Patricia Jean Walsh 
Master of Arts in 
Organization Systems 
Renewal 
Kathy Adams 
Ashley Katherine Best 
Adejanira Francisca Bishop 
Stephanie A. Bolton 
Elizabeth Laurel Carter 
Shelly Marie Fagerlund 
Padraic Freeman 
Joshua John Halsey 
Sara Anne Harstad 
Janet Elizabeth Hutchings 
Kathleen Ann Jinguji 
Simon Hersh Kahan 
Angela Helen Kremer 
James Clayton Kumpula 
Joseph Andrew Lauletta 
Heather Colleen McKendry 
Margaret Mary Morgan 
Hannah Thien Nguyen 
William Shannon Richards 
Caitlin Mae Shields 
Linda Esther Steen 
Laura A. Tobiason-Howe 
Stephenie Lynn Wheeler-Smit 
Master of Public 
Administration 
Evelyna P. Acedilla 
Radar Saif Al Kindi 
Jessica Elizabeth Brase 
Leslie Brooks 
Amanda Marie Canales 
Crystal Suk Chang 
Moifair Chin 
Kailani Sachiko Cordell 
Darcy Marie Cinq-Mars 
Deborah Elizabeth Cleveland 
Frank Louis Dammann 
Holly L. Decker 
Alison Jean Dempsey-Hall 
Chasity Kay Doering 
Kevin Joseph Friedrich 
Peter Andrew Fuerbringer 
Alexis Megan Gallegos 
Lana H. Georges 
Kathryn Ann Gudniunson 
Lena M. Hammons 
Karinda Lynette Harris 
Graham T. Harrison 
Jennifer Grace Hilke 
Jeana Marie Johnson 
Tina Lee Johnson 
Daniel Thomas Jones 
J. Christian Knight 
Elli Jean Koskella 
Henry Lee 
Chee Fai Andy Leung 
Genevieve Ruth Levesque 
Kacie Elizabeth Luderus 
Samantha C. Mastridge 
Matthew Phillip McElroy 
Grassia Maria Melendez 
Shelby Lara Miklethun 
Dustin Eugene Miller 
Kathleen McKenna Miller 
Jessica Lee Minick 
Samantha Myra Ekekela 
Nicholas Kealoha 
Kelli Ann Paull 
Michael Paul Payne 
Chamnan Pich 
Stephen E. Roberge 
Andrew Thomas Royer 
Eric Matthew Sakshaug 
Willie C. Seals, Ill 
Brian Michael Smith 
Lorin Taylor Smith 
lneliz Soto 
Dawn Sydney 
Emma Elise Meinig Tkachuc 
Adam Crawford Tousley 
Nhi Yen Tran 
Brett C. Turrell 
Christine Michelle Underwoc 
Katherine Mattessich Valaas 
Jolianne Sunaye Valentino 
Lincoln Anton Vander Veen 
Master of Fine Arts 
in Arts Leadership 
Ryan Miller Barnes 
Sarah Christine Butler 
Nancy ltza Casanova 
David Thompson Challinor 
Gregory Edward Dole 
Megan Louise Dyer 
Leigh Ann Gilmer 
Laura Bell Hammarlund 
Loryn Mae Hatten 
Molly Weise Klema 
Adrienne Marie Lopez 
Hilary Corinne Northcraft 
Terry Christine Novak 
Line Sandsmark 
Sarah Beth Schweitzer-Green 
Jessica So un Scott 
Younmi Suh 
Master of Arts 
in Criminal Justice 
Mary Leone Amberg 
Genesis Crystal Andrade 
John Grant Ballingham 
Michael David Bossi 
Alicia Jo Briones 
Heather Denise Burns 
Tonya Maxine Cole 
Elizabeth Adrienne Fernandez 
Nancy Garcia 
Victor Alfonso Garibay 
icholas James Webb Michelle Marie Milkowski 
yndi Mei Wilder Daniel Christopher Gates Miller 
enevieve Maury Williams Jacob John Montero 
ephen Gong-Mm 	 Vim EE!t Marta Magda Morawska Hai Chieu Nguyen laster of Public Erwin Rivera Onofre 
dministration, Nural Nancy Orgun 
intJuris Doctor JosephM. Philhps,PhD JERRY A. VISCIONE AWARD 
Ryan D Pagoaga 
anielle Mroczek Dean Augtist C. Kristoferson IV Jingwen Pan 
laster of Arts in Psychology 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating graduate business student Brett Charles Partin 
in the Albers School ofBusiness and Economics to recognize Thomas C. Pho 
lelissa Hope Berger 
exceptional academic peifornuince. This award exemp4/les Jerry Joanna Nicola Pickup 
ffrey Arthur Grant 
A. Viscione's commitment, during his tenure as dean of The Albers David Jacob Reuhl 
hing Vu Lin 
School of Business and &onomics from 1988-1997, to promoting Raymond Douglas Robbin 
lary Michelle Middeler 
academic excellence while developing students to be leaders of Mojgan Sours Rohani 
ngelina Marie Milano 
high integrity who are committed to serving others. Michael Glenn Roling 
rge R. Reyes Alvarez del Castillo 
Andrea Marie Rubin 
ssan Jill Roser 
Katherine Elizabeth Russell 
latthew Arthur Jude Stichman 
Leadership Executive Grant D. Bowes Jean Baptiste Gasanana Ganza Amy Marie Ryan 
nnette Marie Tardif 
Master of Business Administration Gwynne Michelle Breidenstein Emily Nicole Gerhard Timothy James Ryan 
ihanna Sarah Wender 
Kraig L. Carrere Patrick William Brown Allyn Anne Gilson Erica Evangeline Sanchez 
laster in Sport Alison Roberta Cook Brian Charles Brumleve Diego Raoul Goding Mitchell Allen Sathre 
dministration and Jennifer Lynn Creighton Brook Robert Buchanan Jess Goldwater Jonathan Stephen Saunders 
eadership Patrick Earle D'Ambrosio Jared Latimer Burke Glen R. Goulter David Michael Scherzer 
ily Jean Akiyama Thomas Mitchell Floyd Sheena Irene Burke Jennifer Marie Gove Andre Curt Schimmelbusch 
n MacGregor Ballantyne Marti Hotter Michael Gerald Bushey Peter Regis Graziani, Jr. Matthew Neal Schurk 
arlie Danae Burns Tanya Marcella lmke Carly Cannell Kevon Grennan Mark Steven Schuster 
ian Robert Cobb Toni Renee Jefferson Timothy Edward Cassady Jr. Daylen Elliot Haines Kendall Joseph Selle 
chard Lee Fain, Jr Larry P. Little Jody Cedola Mimi Zhang Halliwell Janset Gulenay Sey 
iylor Frances Hacker Leona Hope Locke Elaine-Lynn Cena Aaron Nicolas Hayden Rufat Shabatayev 
ephanie Jane Hamilton Donald Thomas Lonam Anali Marie Charbonneau Nathan T. Hess Sofya Shinikareva 
abecca Elizabeth Hardy Sean Christopher MacCorkle Ali lmran Chaudhry Brady Hodgson David Arthur Shoultz 
ssa Kate Kalfell Norine Alice Martinsen Junliang Chen Justin Montgomery Holland Amrinder Singh 
tchary Jacob Katz-Springer Kevin Mizuta Michael Chen Kyoko Iwasaka Jay Russell Stainbrook 
San M. Machak Renee Roub Vi-Ting Chen Jasmine Lim Jacobson James Gunnar Sternberg 
ily Ann Millbauer William J.E. Sechter Lance Allen Chisum Shan Majid Janjua Jessica Christine Stevenson 
/illiam Townsend Peck, II Wilma Renee Stordahl Jason Steven Chu Marques L. Johnson Jonathan Burke Stoetzer 
icholas Lewellen Peterson Robert Scott Stowe Matthew Terence Coonan Lauri S Jordana Kevin L. Stride 
wren B. Rochholz Eric H. Tran Janelle Alyssa Corral Julissa Ruth Joseph Michelle L. Swenson 
•ian Daniel Shannon Brannely John Turpen Sean Crane Hye Jung Jun Chia-Wen Tu 
m Moonae Shin Jacob Lloyd Wells Matthew John Crevier Jeffrey Maurice Justice Steven A. Uptagrafft 
hristoffer Herrero Sorensen Kyle Welsh Daren John Crosby Aaron Max Katz AIf redo Jose Vargas 
inner James Swanson Laura Carolyn Wilbur Masako Cutler Zoe Lynn Krumm Amit Anilkumar Velingkar 
ul Michael Sweeny Christina Marie Dantico Asmita Arun Kulkarni Heidi Lee von Lossow 
oah Paul Tierney Master of Business Administration Harjot Kaur Dhaliwal John W. Kuo Erin Wada 
asey Joseph Vieceli Bernard R. Ablola Claude Walcott Distin David Lee Kwak Brittanie B. Wade 
icole Ann Wallinger Michael Brian Adams Eric Tyler Dobson Edward Andrew Lacina Brian Michael Walker 
ddie Marie Webster Pankaj Agarwal Laura Elizabeth Donaldson-Fletcher Donavan Quan Lam Jennifer Jo Walker 
Abdulrahman Abdulaziz Almotlak Christopher Scott Douglass Tom Lam John David Walsh 
laster in Sport LeAna Ofelia Alvarado-Smith Andrew Laurence Dul Ryan Michael Lambert Malia Lani Miranda Walsh 
dministration and John Robert Anderson Meghan Elite Dunlap Joseph Russell Lancaster Crosby Pendleton Walton 
eadership, joint Juris Doctor Narawin Anguramahasuk Gayatri Jane Eassey Nicole Marie Langdon Allison Renee Weist 
ne Minnh Lee Patrick John Antal Alicia Mae Edwards William Lavaris Matthew Weltner 
iseph F. Mack Jennifer Aryani Arif William Charles Dennirsg Edwards Ill Russell Todd Lebert Jeremy David Whitt 
Rodney Ray Armstrong Jr Christina M. Egan Christopher Thomas Lewis Adiputra Wiharja 
Casey Thomas Artim Erika Marie Eidsmoe Marshall Dejarlo Lewis Tyler Reed Williams 
Jennifer Marie Bachand Jeremiah A. Eng Justin Victor Lohn Rachelle Sue Willie 
Jacob Scott Ballenger Jennifer Danielle Eslava Christina W. Ma Daniel Edward Wolking 
Sydney Ann Bard Michele Christina Evans Barry M. Maas Lijia Xu 
Angela Bee Shawna Marie Feiling Leilani Lynne Maniulit Heidi Han Vu 
Christian Joseph Bender Mick H. Ferguson Chane Marian Martin Shang Heng Vu 
Amol Bhattad Sarah Deanne Fischer David James McElwee Maria Zazycki 
Stephanie A. Blue Shawna L. Fischer Allison Renee McGinnis Bryan Michael Zembruski 
Kristen Hitomi Boraca Amanda Ann Flichtbeil Crystal Menees Oman Zhou 
Joseph Patrick Borries Scott Michael Flichtbeil Matthew V. Mercer 
Alexander Lee Bouck Ryan Joseph Galloway Jared Merkley 
0 ft Two degrees awarded 
Master of Science 
in Finance 
Lesley Denise Ankeny 
Paul Bainbridge 
Gregory Scott Bertch 
Tyler David Chapman 
Tan Nhat Che 
Jaenice Briony Sih Cu 
Bryon David Donohoo 
Greena Ann George 
lveta Gonzalez 
Jim Lee Huie 
August C. Kristoferson IV 
Brian Matthew Mann 
Cameron Overturf 
Ryan Shane Petzold 
Anthony Sanford 
Wan-Ting Wu 
Eric Francis Zeeman 
Brad Eugene Zeitner 
Master of Business 
Administration / Juris Doctor 
Boyoon Choi 
Alexander Joseph Harris 
Kristy Leigh Madden 
William Patrick Reeves 
Collin Bjorn Roberts 
Robert Jason Rose 
Mark Allen Fiorito Symington 
Master of International 
Business 
Lyndsey AnnMarie Arntzen-Sanders 
Ying Dong 
Val Foster 
Joshua Wayne Koch 
Chin-Chun Liu 
Master of Professional 
Accounting 
Judith Kelly-Michelle Austin 
Bryce James Bolen 
Matthew Bradley 
Melissa Christina Cheesrnan 
Jing Cheng 
Daniel Griffin Cohen 
Xiaodi Feng 
Jasmine Borlaza Gilchrist Piccini 
Yang Liu 
Alexa Jean Ludwig 
Scott MacDonald 
Danielle Marrie Mar 
Lisa Danielle McCreedy 
Tami Marie Moynihan 
Meredith Blanche Murzello 
Lea Reiko Nishimura 
Christine Keiko Okuna 
Allison Tango Palumbarit 
Krupa Kiritkurnar Patel 
Christopher Paul Pirog 
Aaron James Smart 
Ashley J. Stevens 
Sam Trautman 
Zhi Wang 
Anthony Woo 
Zhuoyu Wu 
Kefei Xu 
Xiaoyang Zhao 
Azita Emami, PhD 
Dean 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Katharine Marie Avery 
Mallory Anne Betz 
Stephanie Joy Birdsall 
Maria Rudd Brucken 
Zackary Jon Budiselic 
Hannah Rose Carlson 
Laura Cathleen Carmichael 
Cheryl Renee Cherkas 
Clare Elizabeth Christensen 
Sophia Joan Csepreghy 
Jennifer Christine Daniels 
Amy Marie Diaz 
Stephanie Dawn Dishman 
Erin Elizabeth Donald 
Simon Adriane Ellis 
Christina Elizabeth Elmore 
Marit Ann Featherstone 
Diana M. Ferdana 
Joan Louise Ferrier 
Joseph Ransom Curran Gardner 
Joseph John Harrison 
Katherine Colleen Harrison 
Lindsay Robin Hoffman 
Angela Marie Johnston 
Alani Lucille Kalfayan 
Sean Michael Kelly 
Sara Jane Lewis 
Erica Johnson Lybarger 
Laura Marie MacPherson 
Jennifer Lee Mamary 
Vanessa Bradford Maxwell 
Leanne Marie McFarland 
Ann Kristtna McFarlane 
Jeovana Judith Oshan 
Angela Marie Petlow 
THE JOANN MCFADDEN GRADUATE 
STUDENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
Simon Adriane Ellis 
The JoAnn McFadden Graduate Student Excellence Award 
recognizes and honors an outstanding graduating MSN student 
who reflects the Seattle University mission. The graduate 
student demonstrates excellence in leadership abilities and 
manifests commitment to service through involvement 
with college, university and community activities. The award 
honors the memory ofJoAnn McFadden, aformer graduate 
student in the College of Nursing, who herself embodied 
these characteristics. 
Erika Sloane Ross 
Jessica Lynn Ross 
Kimberley Nicole Scaia 
Katherine Renee Scherling 
Natalie Riddell Sloan 
Karen Lynne Sporn 
Emily Grace Thomas 
Christina Marie Toledo 
Alanna Renee Trotter 
Mina Vafaeezadeh 
Michelle Marie Waldron 
Catherine Elizabeth Webb 
Sarah Virginia White 
Lidia Wiersum 
Katherine Brooke Wilson 
Jennifer Joy-Anthonia Wishin 
Julie M. Yates 
H 
aster of Science in Master of Software Master of Divinity Master of Arts in 
omputer Science Engineering Denise Ann Aanenson Transformational Leadership 
ngeetha Codla Diwakar Sandeep Dhananjay Abhyankar Deborah Lynn Boyce Luke Michael Black 
stin Masui Doohyun Chung Michelle Lynn Conklin Stephanie Peirolo 
vsimrat Kaur David Curtis Haskell Mary L. Daniel Charles Bjorn Peterson 
vid C. Palm Ryan William Johnson Susan Fairo 
'chelle Cafe Palting Darren Lee Julao Karen Elizabeth Kennell Master of Arts in 
u Pooja Nhat Minh Le Maitland Bailey McKenzie Transforming Spirituality 
Win Feng Li Diane Marie St. Clare Janet Saunders Fisher 
Sarrah Abd-el-Moneim Mohamed Terri Jane Stewart Timothy Joe Greer 
Heather Mayumi Nakama Pamela Byam Tinsley Randy Knee 
Juan Sebastian Oviedo Craig Robert Vocelka Maria Lizeth Ochoa 
Subhash Ram Prajapati Aubrey Ann Thonvold 
Master of Arts in 
Pastoral Counseling 
Gija Galins 
Shannon Lee Maddox 
Master of Arts in 
Pastoral Studies 
Bradley John Butterfield 
Kelly Lissa Carr 
Joseph Anthony Cotton 
Mara Terese Eaton 
Shannon Kathleen Fleming 
Jennifer Anne Ibach 
Andrea King 
Donovan Patrick Malley 
Kevin Andrew Neill 
Victoria Hood Owens 
Monica Jean Stein 
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As a courtesy to others, please mnain for the entire ceremonv Cell phone use during the ceremony for emergencies only please. 
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE 	 Service during the 2011-2012 academic year 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
Stephen V. Sundborg, SJ., STD 
President 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost 
Timothy P. Leary, PhD 
Executive Vice President 
Robert I. Dullea, PhD 
Vice President, University Planning & Vice Provost 
Peter B. Ely, S.J., PhD 
Vice President, Mission and Ministry 
lacob L. Diaz, EdD 
Vice President, Student Development 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Mary Kay McFadden, MBA 
Vice President, University Advancement 
Mary Savilla Petersen, JD 
Vice President, University Counsel 
Connie B. Kanter, CPA 
Vice President, 
Finance and Business Affairs 
Marilyn A. Crone, MBA 
Vice President, Enrollment Management 
Gerald V. Huffman 
Vice President, Human Resources 
& University Services 
Azita Emami, PhD 
Dean, college of Nursing 
Jodi Olsen Kelly, EdD 
Dean, Matteo Ricci College 
Mark S. Markuly, PhD 
Dean, School of Theology and Ministry 
Mark C. Niles, JD 
Dean, School of Law 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD 
Dean, Albers School of Business and Economics 
John P. Popko, MSLS 
University Librarian 
David V. Powers, PhD 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Michael J. Quinn, PhD 
Dean, College of Science and Engineering 
Sue A. Schmitt, EdD 
Dean, College of Education 
Victoria Jones, PhD 
Associate Provost for Global Engagement 
Charles Lawrence, PhD 
Associate Provost for Academic 
Achievement 
Jacquelyn Miller, PhD 
Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs 
Betty L. Woods David W. Burcham Patrick J. Howell, S.J. Nicole W. Piasecki 
Chair, Board of Trustees President, Loyola Marymount University Rector, Jesuit Community Vice President for Business Development 
Stuarti. Rolfe Gen. PeterW. Chiarelli S eattle University The Boeing Company  
Vice Chair, Board of Trustees 32nd Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army—Retired W. Craig Jelinek Robert A. Ratliffe 
President, Wright Hotels, Inc. 
Scott W. Coble, Si. President and Chief Operating Officer Managing Director, Silver Creek 
Maureen Lee Assistant Professor of Mathematics Costco Wholesale Capital Management 
Secretary, Board of Trustees Gonzaga University Kent L. Johnson Rick C. Redman 
Stephen V. Sundborg, Si. Theodore J. Collins Managing Director Pete J. Rose 
President, Seattle University Of Counsel, Perkins Coie LLP Alexander Hutton Venture partners LP Chairman & CEO, Expeditors 
Mohamed Alabbar Marta Dallu Ganperina Patrick M. Kelly, S.J. International of Washington 
Chairman, Emaar Properties Assistant Professor David Sabey 
Michael S. Bayard, S.J. 
Thomas A. Elhson 
Chairman, Savers, Inc. 
 Theology and Religious Studies 
Seattle University President, Sabey Corporation 
Director, Campus Ministry 
Seattle University Patrice M. Fernch Michael C. McCarthy, S.J. 
Mick J. Schreck 
Robert H. Blais 
Director, The Crozier Society Executive Director, Ignatian Center Stevens U. Trainer 
Managing Director, Citi Private Bank 
Seattle Archdiocese or Jesuit Education Jill A. Wakefield 
Allan C. Goiston Santa Clara University Chancellor, 
Mark G. Bosco, S.J. President, United Staten Program Gordon A. Mcffenry, Jr. Seattle Community College District Associate Professor, Department 
of English and Theology 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Executive Director, Rainier Scholars TRUSTEES EMERITI 
Loyola University Chicago Hon. Donald J HorowiD Carol K. Nelson Rhoady R. Lee Jr. 
Ann Wyckoff 
BOARD OF 	 REGENTS 
Maureen Benoliel Hon. Anita Crawford-Willis James P. Jorgensen Judy L. Rogers 
Chair, Board Member, Seattle University Administrative Law Judge CEO, Jorgensen Sports Community Volunteer 
College of Education Advisory Council Washington State Office Adam B. Jussel Co-Chair of the Seattle University, 
Mary Lou Amen of Administrative Hearings Lawyer, Office of the Washiglon State College of Education Advisory Board 
Community Volunteer Deacon Mike G. Daniels Attorney General Kathleen Schafer 
Carol Ann Barnickol Vice President, The Daniels Group Anne E. Kilcup Community Volunteer 
Consultant Deacon, St. Bridget Catholic Church Community Volunteer Pastor Paul A. Stoot 
Sudden Infant Death Resources Marilyn Dennehy Diane Siderius Kocer Greater Trinity Missionary Baptist Church 
Maria Barrientos Community Volunteer Executive Director Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
Managing Member and Principal Anthony G. DiRe AGC Education Foundation President, Seattle University (Ex Officio) 
Barrienton, LLC Dentist Ronalyn Kwan Kevin C. Suther 
Mary Helen Bever Janet M. Dwyer Vice President Real Estate Investor 
Community Volunteer Community Volunteer Worldwide Imports, Inc. Gerald P. Tardie 
Robert Brennan Director, Mullen Foundation Weldon L. (Butch) Leonardson Retired Agent 
President, Brennan Vacations William F. Einiminger Senior Vice President and CIO, BECU State Farm Insurance 
Maureen Brotherton President and Owner 
Barcelona Enterprises, Inc. Maurice J. (Curly) McNamee Ven Lucas Thomas Founding Director Retired Project Manager Education Executive 
Teens in Public Service Peter B. Ely, Si. (Eu Officio) Health and Safety Institute Mark Wesley 
Patricia Buchnel Vice President for Mission The Boeing Company Vice President 
Nursing Educator and Ministry, Seattle University John Jeffrey (Jeff) Meder Starbucks Coffee International 
Suzanne M. (Suzie) Burke Michael 0. Evered Community Volunteer Katelyn Wieliczkiewicz 
President and Owner Pre 	 r Own vious 	 e 
Bellevue Lincoln-Mercury Claudia Garcia Medina ASSU Representative Fremont Dock Company Graduate Student Representative Deborah Wilds 
Christopher J. Corr Ro 	 Gi na 	 . 	 ue ld J 	 ffr 
In 	 t vesmenonsultan tt C Marlene Miller President and COO Sr. Vice President Principal, Franz Family Bakeries College Success Foundation 
GVA Kidder Matthews Brenda L. Gon,ez Richard E. Mitchell, ID Kathleen Wright 
John J. Costello Community Volunteer Attorney, Summit Law Group Financial Advisor 
Retired Attorney Jeffrey C. Grant Larry P. Nejasmich Oppenheimer & Co., Inc. 
Sr. Joyce M. Cox, BVM Attorney 
Skellenger Bender, P.S. Consultant Martha Wyckoff Director of Spirituality, 
Carol V. Penny Community Volunteer Palisades Retreat House & Archbishop's Myra B. Hanover Community Volunteer Joseph Zavaglia Delegate, Inter-Religious Dialogue, Community Volunteer Business Consultant Archdiocese of Seattle 
'fl motha (Timmie) Hollomon William I. Rarnsden 
Community Volunteer Consultant Dr. Ralph K, Zech II, D.O.S. 
Connie Rogel Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon Steven Haling Community Volunteer Owner, Huling Brothers Properties 
You are part of a special tradition - the tradition of making a difference throughout 
your life as an alumnus or alumna of Seattle University. Wherever your life's work 
takes you, the SU alumni community is here for you. 
With an alumni base of more than 60,000, the SU alumni community offers 
a variety of services and opportunities to support our alumni and their families. 
Stay connected. 
